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TREMENDOUS LOSS FEARED

ATNEW ORLEANS

OF BOTH STOCK AfiQ

New Orleans, Oct. 23. It Is Bald
Denver, Oct. 23. The snow atonw
that as the result of the discharge of which began here last Friday afcfiit
ten machinists
t the Algiers ahops still continues throughout eastern Colof the Southern Pacific, and because orado, southern Wyoming, norther.
of alleged discrimination ol long New Mexico, western TexM and west
standing against their organization, ern Kansas. Clearing weather in Utte
10,000 members of the International
region today is promised by the weathAssociation of Machinists may be er bureau. It is Bald to have been
called out on a strike on that system the heaviest October snow storm here
within a day or two. The men affectof which there U any record. Th
ed are what Is known as District No. toial snow up to midnight. In Denver.
11, extending from New Orleans to was
seventy
inches and several
Portland. Ore. Thomas L. Wilson,
vice president of the International
union, says that the national officers
will endeavor first to secure the cooperation of Harriman
himself to
have the discharged men reinstated,
and tney will also try to negotiate an
agreement
whereby the arbitrary
powers of a master mechi.nlc, in dis
charging an employe without cause
will be abrogated.
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inches have fallen since.

age has been done.
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WOMFN AT PARLIAMENT
'
London, Oct. 23. There is unusual
excitement in connection with the re-

opening of parliament .today, caused
by the presence of a number of wom-an- d
suffragists, many of whom, despite the police, found their way lntd
the lobby and attempted to storm
the house itself. The police called
for reinforcements and the women
were finally ejected, a number of
them being rarried out bodily by the
police.
The demonstration was continued outside, and the police had
to arrest several of the leaders, who
were taken to the police station.
CUBAN

GENERAL

THE LAST JAPANESE
MIDSHIPMAN HAS LEFT
Paris, Oct. 23. A new K:e:ieh cabinet has been organized wl:'.: AI.
u
Clem-encea-

as premier.

DUCHESS AND BARONESS
ASCEND IN BALLOON
York. Oct. 23. A Herald dispatch from Milan stateB that the
Duchess of Aosta, who ascended in a
New

llalloon from the exposition grounds
ounday morning, accompanied by Baron anil Baroness Di San Manino landed safe at Cassana DAdda.

ONLY JAPANESE IN
ACADEMY RESIGNS
JUST ONE DAY Annapolis, Oct. 23. At the request
of the Japanese embassy at Washington, Midshipman Asahi Kitigaki, of
DRUMMER
AMERICAN
WAS TO the third class at the naval academy,
RAISE REGIMENT
FOR PALMA has submitted his resignation, which
will be accepted. No reason has been
IN KANSAS
BUT TAFT ARRIVED AND THAT ENDED IT GOT assigned here for the resignation.
The resignation of young Kitigaki
BIG PAY.

Wichita. Kas., Oct. 23. Had Secretary Taft kept away from Cuba,
Chas. W. Mosher, 63, would now be
a picturesque Cuban general at the
head of a regiment of rough riders.
As It is, he was a general for one day
only, and without setting foot outside

removes the only remaining Japanese
midshipman at the academy.

None Other Can Enter.
Washington, I). C, Oct. 23. An inquiry at the navy department brought
out the statement that the sole reason for the reslznatinn of tha inn- nese midshipman from the naval aca
demy was a denclency In studies. As
an act was passed at the last congress
prohibiting further entry of foreigners at the academy, there can be no
other Japanese cadet admitted In the
l lace ofvKitiguki.
SANTA FE ROAD BUYS
ARKANSAS VALLEY

,

iy

MIA

V;v

GEN. CHAS. W. MOSHER.
of Wichita, and collected $1,293 for
it, being generously allowed pay for

three months' services.
On August 28 last Mosher, who Is
a traveling salesman, addressed a letter to President Palma of the Cuban
republic, offering to raise, organize
and equip a regiment or l.ouft men in
Kansas for service in Cuba in Mialf
of the falling republic. With the letter went references as to hi services
m tne Civil war In the United States.
Six weeks later a commission for a
generalship in the Cuban army and a
contract in which Mosher was to act
as agent for the Cuban government
in
enlisting a regiment
was received
fiom Pulma. This occurred about the
time Taft went to Cuba.
The next day a letter from, the
utisn government was received requesting Mosher to return th contract and bis resignation.
This was

none.
On October 4 a draft from the Cuban government amounting to $1,293,
'Ali'ch an accompanying" letter staled
was due for three nflmths'
as
neut ral, was received. The draft has
been cashed.
Mosher says that If
Taft had kept out of Cuba be would
.ia.- - Ire) tl- - chance of his life time.

LINES
Helena, Ark., Oct. 23. The purchase of the Arkansas Valley ami the
Holly and Swink railroads
by the
Atchison. Topeka & Santa Ke will
give the Santa Ke a line about ninety-thre- e
miles in length between Holly
and Rocky Kord, Colo., along the
north bank of the river. While the
primary object of the Santa Fo In
acquiring these properties undoubtedly was to prevent the invasion of
its territory by competing lines, the
rapid development of the rich Arkansas valley, where the beet su.uar in
diittry may be said to be in its Infancy, presages a future businesa
which will Justify the construction of
a north bank line. The Arkansas valley Is regarded us one of the richest
irrigated
districts
in the
L'nlted
States. Aside from the fruit crops,
including peaches, apples and the famous Rocky Ford cantaloupes,
the
principal products of the valley are
beets, alfalfa and wheat, all raised
under irrigation. The valley is studded with irrigation canals built at a
cost of more than $10,0o0,00ij.
MEETING

OF UNDERWRITERS
SELECT PRIZE COMMITTEE
St. Louis, Oct. 23. At the annual
convention of t lie National Associatoday a
tion of Life Underwriters
committee was appointed to select
the winner of a prize essay on "The
Relation of the Public Press to AmerThe prize is
ican Life 'Assurance."
the lien Williams vase. The committee was appointed as follows: Ed sou
P. Rich, chairman, general I'uion Pacific railroad. Omaha; E. H. Meyer,
professor of political economy ami in
surance, University of WiscMis'n,
Madison; and Dr. J. E. Harry.
of Creek l.lerature of the University of Cincinnati and dean of the
collewe of liberal arts. Cincinnati.
.ro-fes- or

The temp

erature continues, however, about the
freezing mark and thus far little dam-

Worse and More Of It.
Northeastern Colorado Is experienc
ing one of the worst blizsards in re
cent years. The snow storm, wbtca
nas raged unceasingly in this section
since Friday morning, has developed
and tremore serious proportions
UNIONS MUST STOP
mendous logs ot stock and crops is
THEIR MUTUAL FIGHTS feared. The snow has drifted in som
Chicago. Oct 23. President Sam places ten feet deep. Trains are from
uel Compere, of the American Feder two to six hours late, but no serious
ation of Labor, was asked yesterday accidents have been reported.
by leading Chicago man Jfacturers to
compel the local unions to cease COLORADO SPRINGS IN
fighting among themselves.
It the
GRASP OF KING WINTER
fighting Is not stopped he was told,
Colorado Springs, Oct. 23. Rock
the "open shop" will be established Island traffic between here and LJmon
in all the lurge wood working factor
has been discontinued on account. ot
ies ot the city. The case was put
storm. It is said that four feet of
plainly to Oompers. He was informed the
snow are on the track the other side,
by
must
unions
abide
that either the
of Llmon and it is still snowing. A.
their written contracts and conduct high gale a driving the snow badly.
themselves peaceably, or else a lock
out which may involve 6.000 or 7,oou KANSAS MADE HER
After
skilled workers may follow.
BRAGS ALL TOO SOON
receiving
the committee Gompers
Topeka,
Oct. 23. The big western
they
right
were
admitted thai
and storm failed to reacl Tepe1,-- Mispre
ONE MAN ESCAPES
BANK IS LOOTED AT
declared that union strife must stop dicted
yesterday, and the weatner
OUT OF THIRTY THREE
once.
SPARKS. OKLAHOMA at
here today is warm and sultry with
strong indications of rain. The generSOCIALISTS TRIED BY
al offices of the Santa Ke and Rods.
New York, Oct. 23. No news has
AND SHOT Island report
New York, Oct. 23. A duel with
no further trouble wlta.
been received
yet of the British revolvers between two policemen on
23.
mem
Warsaw, Oct.
Fourteen
on account of the storm In the
steamer Arabistan, which is now sev- foot and a burglar In a wagon ended bers of the socialistic fighting organ trains
eral days overdue at San Juan, Porto in Brooklyn today with the escape of ization, "who were arrested October west.
Rico.
The Norton company agents the burglar and the fatal wounding of 20, have been condemned to death by
here say they believe the ship is all Jtounoaman James McGarry. Rounds- a drumhead court-martiThe ex RAIN FALLS HEAVILY IN
KANSAS AND OKLAHOMA
right, although she may have been man McGarry, with Roundsman Car- pected action of the court will result
Wichita, Oct. 23. This section of
disabled in a hurricane. The Arab- ney, found the grating of a cellar win In a general strike tomorrow. The
istan. besides a miscellaneous cargo, dow to a drug store removed early military authorities
continue their the state experienced the first touctk
carried $3,U00,0o0 in gold and a crew touay and went into the cellar to In domiciliary visits.
They recently of winter this morning, when the temof seventy' men.
vestigate. While they were searching searched the house of Count Krasln perature of 40 degrees was registered.
the man climbed out of the cellar ski, the most prominent Polish na During tue night a heavy rain fell. A.
steady rain Is falling in Oklahoma toErolley Car Leave Track.
and Jumped into a wagon where his llonallst.
day, with a temperature of 39 degrees.
Schenectady. N. Y., Oct. 23. A car associate was waiting for him. The
of the Schenectady Railway company roundsmen opened Ore and a running PRESIDENT ISSUES THANKSGIVING DAY PROCLAMATION
INTERNATIONAL CONTEST OF
failed to take a curve today, dashed tiattle took place. The police shot
Washington, D. C Oct. 23. The
ASSOCIATION FOOTBALL
into u pole, turned over on Its aide wild but the aim of the burglars was president
today Issued his proclamaNew York, Oct. 23. For the first
and injured a score or mo.'e of pas- better and MeUarry was shot three tion naming
Thursday, November 29, time in the history of association
sengers. Two passengers sitting with times.
as the day of thanksgiving.
football, teams representing the Unitnn arm each out of a window lost
ed States and England will meet in
their limbs, and others sustained ser AFTER SERIOUS FIGHT SEVEN.
TY CONVICTS ESCAPE JAIL
international competition. Today arious injuries. Another Troy car fol
rangements were completed to send:
lowing the derailed car bumped intoi Irkutsk, Siberia. Oct. 23.- - The at
an all American eleven to England in
tempt of convicts here to break Jail
the w reck but escaped injury.
April, 1907, to pluy an all Englaatt
last night led to a serious fight, during
team. Only one match will be played
Steam car Meets Accident.
wnicn nine convicts and the governor
OF ACCOUNTANTS
and the date will be governed by tn
Topeka, Oct. 23. An engine and or thf prison were killed and several
date of the cup tie for the British
baggage car of the Reck Island paH' persons were wounded. Seventy con
championships. The famous Crystal
senger train No. 30, known as the victs succeeded in making their es
Palace grounds, which hold over 100- .Chicago fast mail, left the track near cape,
Columbus, O., Oct. 23. lu the Ho 000 spectators, have been secured for
Natrona, forty miles west of Hutch- lei Hartman here today the annual the contest, which will take place w
inson, this morning. No one was in- - ROBBERS TAKE FROM
SPARKS BANK 52,500 convention of the American Associa- the Saturday preceding the English
jured. The derailment was caused by
Tulsa, I. T., Oct. 23. Robbers early tion of Public Accountants was held, cup tie. Negotiations were completed
soft track.
today looted the bunk of Sparks at and both from point of attendance today and the association of football
of New York, Phila
It is not known how and business transacted was the most organizations
One Left Out cf Thirty-Three- .
Si arks, Okla.
Important of Its kind ever held tinder delphia, Boston, Fall River and Chi
New York. Oct. 23. The solitary m,1('h 'i""py they secured. They fled
auspices of the association. The cago have been authorized to pick the
survivor of thirty-thre- e
men who nd ar reported to be coming this the
banquet with which the business was best men In the States to send te
at
went adrift on' the barge or house wa'- - lMCHi ""leers have been
commenced was a brilliant affair. England.
Halfy from the lower Matacombl Quested to assist In the capture,
amount secured was $2.rUU and Controller Herman A. Metz of Brook
'""
key, coast of Florida, during the ter- lyn delivered an Important address on MICHIGAN REPUBLICAN
ritic gale of October 18, was brought ',u robbers escaped after exchanging "The Importance of Accounting to at
NEWSPAPER ASSOCIATION- into port today by the steamer El 100 "1",'s wlth tn cltl',ni f Sparks. yast Four Millions of People." The
Grand Rapids, Mich., Oct. 23. The
I'h.so.
He in John Russell rif &;i1nm
governor of Ohio and mayor of Co- Michigan Republican Newspaper as
Kla., and declares that he saw eight H0ME RULE BILL WILL PASS
THE HOUSE OF COMMONS lumbus delivered addresses of wel sociation opened its annual session
of the thirty-twothers drowned and
come, after which there was a debate here today with a banquet tendered
Oct. 23. Very important
he believes that all of them went
"Accountants'
In thu bv the Grand Raoids Herald. W. II.
Fees."
measures are set for consideration on
down when the barge foundered.
course
a long address on the status H. I'attcngill presided at the social
ilniing the present session of, parlia- of the ofassociation
ex meeting, at which political questions
LIFE OF LORD DURHAM
ment, which commenced toduv, in- - plained that In 1896thethepresident
New York
BY STUART J. REID eluding the Irish
home rule bill, legislature passed the first legislative were discussed.
Montreal, Canada, Oct. 23. Stu- - which is expected to pass the
enactment of any state in the Union
of modern English history on moiis with a sweeping majority, relating to professional accountancy WICKES WAS IN SOUND MIND
WHEN HE MADE HIS WILL
both sides of the Atlantic will be in-- Should the bill be rejected by the
pro.
and gave legal recognition to
Chicago, Oct. 23. By a verdict of
terested In the announcement made lords, resolutions of a drastic nuture feasion In two distinct ways. the
It pro a jury In the circuit court today the
today of the publication of a life of will be passed in the commons deal
conferring upon quali- win or the late
Thomas li. Wickee;
Ing with the upper house. The hopes vided for the
Ixird Durham, the great
fied accountants the degree of C. P.
of Canada. The work is In two vol- of Irish nationalists run high now that A., certified public accountancy, and former vice president of the Pullman
company,
was declared valid and testumes, the author being Stuurf J. Reld, the great day in Ireland's history la made It a legal misdemeanor for any
said to have been of sound mind,
ator
editor of the well known "Queen's approaching. Owing to the necessity public accountant
In the state to use when ho made it. The will was conPrime Minister series" and "Life of of the Irish Catholic members bitterly these degree letters, without
the pos- tested by the family of Wlckea by
Sydney Smith. The Diir'i.uii book hag opposing the government's education session of a diploma so conferring
Tho entire amount
been written with full access to the bill, there has been a constant possi- from the regents of the university of first marriage.
letters and papers of Lord Durham bility of a break between the liberals the state. It delegated to the regents of tho estate is $000,000.
and throws a new Ui;!it on the reform and the nationalists. All that Is now of the university of the state the austruggle of 1832, on the creation of over and henceforth the Irish nationthority to determine who
the acCOURT
DISTRICT
the kingdom of Belgium, on the af- alists are likely to support Sir Henry countants then practicing Inofthe
state
LampliclMJanncrman in anticipation were qualified to receive the degree,
fairs of Russia when Durham pleaded for the Poles, and subsequently of the bill to be brought in February. to conduct examinations
of subseLittle business of importance vat
on the best authority that quent applicants
when he was ambassador at St. It is
for the degree and transacted today In the district court,
Petersburg
on the strange vicissi- this bill will be a sweeping measure to Issue C. P. A. certificates
to those .uost of tho morning was taken op
tudes of the whigs under Grey and of local government but that it will ascertained to possess the necessary
with the disposition of cases
for
Melbourne. Longmuns have the work not giant a separate parliament.
qualifications. A board of examiners hearing, some of which had to Bet
be republished lu England and America
accomposed
professional
of
those
Judge
set.
Abbott
decided
to
call
th
CHAIRMAN PROUTY
today.
has continually since H ;i 0 civil docket cases for hearing tomorCOMPLETES HIS REPORT countants
papers
prepared
on
the
examination
row
morning.
BRITISH ARISTOCRAT
Oct. 23. Mr Prontv
The case of Ebtanstedo Sals, a naVISITING IN TEXAS elmirinan of the interstate commerce following four subjects: "Theory of
Accounts,"
Accounting," tive, charged with wife abandoment.
Houston, Texas, Oct. 2$. Mrs. Cor- commission, lias completed his report "Commercial "Practical
Iaw" and "Auditing."
continued until the 30th. Sais
nelia Adair, who was in her maiden covering bis investigations into the About 325 certificates have been is- was
was arrested over a year ago and was
'lays a Miss Wadswonh ef Oenessee, relations between the Union Pacific sued to accountants already.
Follow- out on boud until within a few days
and who has country establishments and the Union Coal company, which, ing closely upon this legislation tue ago when
his bondsmen decided to
lu Ireland and Englaiul and a town it is alleged, the railroad owns. Mr. New York State Society
of Public turn him over to the authorities and
house in London, is at present on a Prouty carried out his investigations Accountants
was organized.
The he is now In Jill.
visit to her ranch In Texas, which is In response to i he Gillespie-- I illman movement was extended to other
This afternoon M. Wilcox faces a
one of the lamest in tli? state. l)ur- - resolutions under which the relations states and accountancy
laws have charge of obtaining money under
ing her sUy here her Br.tish friends of eastern roads to coal companies been passed In Pennsylvania,
Maryfalse pretenses. His case is a continwill visit her. Craig Vsishlngton or along their lines has ulr. ady been land, California. Washington, Illinois, uance
from the last term of court. The
Mrs. Adair's concluded. The reixirt will he
the American embassy
re- New Jersey. Michigan,
Florida and examination of witnesses was In proj
nephew.
t
Immediately.
eo!'eiess
gress at 3 o'clock this afternoon.
semed
Rhode Island.

wKff

STORMY

CROPS

Fourteen Members of Socialist In Eastern Kansas and In Okla
righting Organization Are
homa tne Storm Has Taken
Tried and Shot.
Form of Heavy Rain.

New York, Oct. 23. The grand Jury
today continued its investigation into
the sensational charges made last
week by Charles F. Murphy, leader
of Tammany hall, to the effect that
the independence league candidates
wre demanding money from ,Tam-man- y
candidates to withdraw from
the field, and that money had been
demanded of the democratic candidates for Independence league nominations. The witnesses who have been
summoned for this day's inquiry included Charles V. Fornes, formerly
president of the board of aldermen
and cundldate for congress; Congress,
man Joseph A. Goulden, Joseph
clerk of the water board;
Alaerman Reginald Doull and John A
"i:ZHSEr-:r-Allen, independent league candidate
for congress against
Fornes. Congressman Goulden was the first witAND YET THEY SAY THE PARAMOUNT ISSUE IN THIS CAM PAIGN IS "REFORM."
Jury
ness.
the
After
he left
was
room
he
Goulden
said
shown
a letter, which he admitted he had written to Frank A NEW FRENCH CABINET STEAM,
TROLLY CARS
K. Shoeber, also candidate for congress, agreeing to pay $500 for expenses of gathering endorsements of
i
his name to a petition to be presented
HAS BEEN FORMED
LEAVE TIE TRACKS
PROVE BAD SHOTS
Goulden
in the name of the league.
said he considered it no more than
right and proper he should make an
!
E MORE
WHILE OTHER
otter to cover what he deemed legitiAT BURGLJ
mate expenses.
At the conclusion of the Investigation it was officially announced that
the cnarges were "merely campaign Aristocracy Is Fond of Sky Accidents Occur on the Water Seventy Convicts
gossip, and that the grand jury would
not dignify the proceedings by making
Sailing It Seems in
Wltn Large Loss of
From Their Siberian Prison
a presentment, as the result of the Inquiry."
Great Britain.
But Nine Are Killed.

--

tunetit

NUMBER

On Point of Strike Against Colorado Has Second Dose ar
Worst Sncw Storm Ever
Southern Pacific Because
Known in That State.
of Trouble

Congress Will Be Asked to Decide Women Suffragists Create DisThis Winter Whether Island Beturbance at Opening of Parlongs to Cuba or Us.
liament Are Arrested.

u

STORM STILL

FULU 0,000

UNWORTHYOFPRESENTHENT

Havana, Oct. 23. With the crumbling of the Palma government a new
turn was given to the ever picturesque Cuban administration of the Isle
of Pines. This happened when the
alcalda, or mayor, was removed and
a lieutenant of the rural guards was
made the chief officer of the territory.
He was governor, mayor and emperor
in all that concerned the population
of the Island, which is almost wholly
American, and he was the guardian
of tie property Interests amounting
to many millions of dollars. Aside
trom Americans the inhabitants include only officials and a small number of native laborers.
To secure a more up to date form
of government the Americans on the
island appealed to Taft and Magoon.
They asked that the United States
settle the existing dispute as to the
ownership of the island by taking possession of it. If that could not be
done, they requested a government
having at least some suggestion of
good order and Justice.
The island is about thirty by forty
miles in dimension. It is rich in natural wealth. It Is sixty miles from
Cuba 95 per cent of the lands Is
owned by Americans.
Members of the island commission
who came over to confer with the progovernment Btated that the
' visional
investments of Americans on the Island exceeded $25,000,000 in value.
Tney said the population in summer
was about 700 and in winter nearly
2.000. They made the point, too, that
many other Americans are interested
as property owners and that they will
go t the Island and develop their
lands as soon as they are assured the
benefits of good government.
According to these men, Cuba has
treated the island very much as Spain
formerly treated Cuba. Heavy taxes
have been levied and the money has
gone Into the national treasury.
A
large and expensive force of officeholders was saddled on the island. No
improvements
were made. Official
power was exercised In an arbitrary
and unjust manner.
Cases of oppression cited by the Islanders included that of an American
who filled a rut in the road in front
, of bis property and was arrested for
trespassing on public domain. They
.said $10,000 was appropriated for the
education of tne few children on the
island. There were four schools. One
teacher was said to average from one
to three children, but the others had a
somewhat larger attendance. Americans woo sought to take a census of
the island were placed under arrest.
An aempt was made this year to
raise on man's tax from $45 to $G20.
Repeated ami forceful protests on his
part mI to the cancellation of t.ie proposed increase. It is charged that ex- rbitant foes have been exacted by officials and that the tax laws have
lien construed unfairly to the properly owners in order to produce the
largest possible amount of revenue.
Cuba administered government in
t!iis email community at a cost of $37,-t'va year. Some of the officials and
ho salaries they received per montn
wer: Mayor $175, captain of the port
$100 and four clerks at $60, $54, and
$20, doctor of the post $60, secretary
to the mayor $70, treasurer $45, assistant treasurer 35, special policeman
for mayor
', two other policemen
$40 each, juiUe $150, secretary $100,
stenographer $100, interpreter $w,
one deputy at $50, and two others at
$33 each. All of this in a community
f less than 2,000 people.
Congress will be asked this winter
io decide the question whether tne island belongs to Cuba or to the United
States. Thcee years ago President
Koosevelt submitted to the senate a
treaty giving full title to the Island
to Cuha. It was negotiated on the
ground that both politically and geographically the island is properlv a
part of Cuba. The senate, as the" result of a vigorous movement of opposition on the part of the islanders under
'ho leadership of Major J. K. Runcle,
has refrained
from
ratifying the
treaty.
is
It contended by the Islanders that
the treaiy of Paris ceded to the
United States the Isle of Pines Just as
t did Porto Rico.
They claim that
McKlnley, Hay end the war department recoguized the island as a part
of the United States. It was included
in the large map of the United States
issued by the interior department. The
treasury department in a customs de
rision ruled that the island was not a
part of Cuba. The Piatt amendment
in 1902 held out the question of the
sovereignty of the island for settlement, by congress at some future time.
Military Governor Wood was ordered
to continue the military government
in the Isle of Pines when he left Cuba
but he dUl not do so and control of
the island lapsed to Cuba.
Now the Cubans insist upon holding
'
The administration feels that it
rightfully belongs to Cuba. Under the '
leiief, however, that it belongs to the!
felted Ktates Americans have bought
a.ni settle, I the island, and they urge!
ongr.F t,i give them American gov- -'
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EVENING CITIZEN
tXtiM Bally Ml WasWy ?
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Citizen Publitbinx Company

county), he billeves that be nnd
keep the
Grunsfeld can continue
county out of debt even If the reformers are elected. Motto, "Groat Is Reform" and he points with ptide to that
4 10 of 1 per cent reduction In the rate
of taxntion. The proof of the pudding
Is in the eating, and no one enn deny
tiiat he Is a relormer.
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HIGHLAND

Sulzer's motto and carries at his mast
ntad this motto, "THE COUNTY
FUNDS MUST BE KEPT IN THE
STATE NATIONAL BANK."

COUNTY REPUBLICAN TICKET
For Council
WILLIAM B. CHILDERS.
For Representatives

TWO LOTS

general
housework. Mrs. Samuel Neustndt,
bin West Copper.

W A N TT: U

FOR

GEORGE A. KASEMAN
MODESTO C. ORTIZ

j

PHARMACY

For County Commissioners
8EVERO SANCHEZ

J.

For1

B. MAYO

Probata Judge

ISIDRO 8ANDOVAL

For Probata Clerk
NE8TOR MONTOYA.

ROOM 12,

A LIVE

A

The Hon. J. F. Sulaer, at a conference of people's ticket candidates: "It
'
seems to me. gentlemen, that your
For Assessor
GEORGE F. ALBRIGHT
for more campaign funds Is exI have already contributorbitant.
For Treasurer and
Collector ed to the general fund one dollar and
eighty-seve- n
C. ED. NEWCOMER
cents, which leaven me
but thirteen cents from my monthly
ror v,uumy ocnooi oupenmenaent allowance, which I need to buy solder
J. A. MILLER
with which to put a tomato can roof
on my house. It also seems to me
For Surveyor
that some extravagance In expendiDON J. RANKIN
tures has been indulged. I have here
a catalogue showing that our last sta' For Constitutional Convention
tionery cost us twenty-oncents more
Delegates
than necessary. Now I propose that
H. F. RAYNOLDS
we send to Montgomery. Ward &
M. E. HICKEY
Choms of Candidates: "Hush,
Co".
T. N. WILKERSON
nusn
T. C. GUTIERREZ
Mr. Sulzer reluctantly digs up elev
E. W. DOBSON
en cents and a postage stamp.
d

i
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PRACTICAL

REFORMERS

REFORM SEEN
IN COUNTY AFFAIRS

Since the Hon. N. B. Field took the
democratic party under his wing the
morning squawk has had nothing to
say about personally conducted political parties.
The
Hubbell administra
tion of three years ago was saving
taxpayers
the
at least $35 000 over
the cost of the administration now
dolnu business with the county funds.
ed

IHENSE
Each Is Noted For His Pure.
Disinterested Devotion
"to Reform.
Principals of the individual candidates on the people's ticket as announced by the candidates themselves.

The voters of this county appre
ciate the ability and integrity of
Hon. W. B. Childers. and thev will
elect him to the council because they
know he will ably represent them In

that

body.

The voters of Bernalillo county are
going to vote to return the republican
party to power.
The bolters know
this, and wager their money on what
they will do to the county. They have
uoming to tet on the final results
after the courts take a look at their
methods of making returns.

Policarplo Arniljo is also a reformer, with a mental reservation on the
part of those who claim him in the
it. may ne reform, nut the average
ranks of the reformers.
taxpayer will have to be convinced,
wnen ne nnds the present "reform"
Francisco Lucero y Montoya wants board of county commissioners de- oince. With that statement we have manding over $:s5,ooo more for county
said It all except that he is a reform- purposes than did the administ ration
er and abides by bis motto, "Great
la Reform (for office only.)"
According to the tax levy, which is
A. E. Walker is a republican for he Certainly an olflcial record, the urea- has reformed
said on many occasions before he was ent administration
nominated, that he would not ac- things a good many thousands of dol- wrong
way. In 1!)04 the reg- cept a nomination unless it was given lars the
him by the regular republican con ular republican administ ration levied
veotion and that he would not run on upon the entire people, for county
any ticket but a republican ticket. Ho purposes, a total amount of 4.Kr,7.t9.
does not claim to be a reformer hut is The morning squawk calls that ad- ministration "Hubbell." The present
just running for office.
board, for lltolJ, has levied for
Von can figure that up for
7
SulBer
been
F.
a
hua
consistent
J.
yourself, and it will amount to more
reformer for at least two years during tbau
$ll.oim, which the taxpayers are
all of which time he has been reformto put into the public treat;- ing for office. He has the nomination my.
The morning squawk calls th
he wants the office (for the purpose of majority
members of the county board
reform only) and he needs votes. If
elected he will think of the dear peo- "reformers."
ple and will take good care of Sulzer,
His motto is "Great Is Reform" (for
office only)
"--

Perfecto Armijo is willing to work
cheap. In the words of Klock "There
is not a blemlbh on his armor nor a
stain on his escutcheon." He is a
If you do not believe it
reformer.
look up the records. Perfecto goes
into this campaign armed in his lion
esty. and there are those who are
talking of having him arrested for
carrying concealed weapons. "Great
Is Reform (fur office only.)"
Manuel Springer, If elected, will
vote to reduce the rate of taxation an
of 1 per cent if the as
other
sessor will axreo to raise the valua
tion of properly another $100,000. By
increasing the amount of money rS'
reived from taxes StMiuO or fit ,000
each year, as has been done during the
two years he has been in office (which
Increase in the amount of taxes is
suued by the increase in the valua
4ion of the taxable property in the

BUSINESS

TOWN

office.

rwr
hi
THOMAS 8. HUBBELL

ALBUQUERQUE'S

F. COPP.
N. T. ARMIJO BUILDINO.
B.

report, said to be authentic, is
being circulated that John Beaven,
candidate for treasurer on the people's ticket, after herculean effort,
has secured the entire vote of the directorate of one of Albuquerque
banking institutions, "Boss" Marron
being reported to have clinched the
matter with an impassioned speech.
This victory is looked upon as a significant incident in .Mr. Heaven's
campaign.

worn

A

OF
YOUNGSTER
HUSTLING
WESTERN LINCOLN COUNTY
DEMANDS RECOGNITION.

Carrizo.o, N. M Oct. 19. A few
months ago the town of Carrlzozo was
only known as the junction point
where the Capltan branch of the El
Paso & Southwestern railroad left the
main line, and few people of the territory knew of it even in that connection, unless by some misfortune compelled to travel that, uot very delightful piece of mountain road. A change,
however, has come over the place and
the obscure junction point bids fair
to be one of the most importantHowns
in the territory.
Owing to the unequal length of the
runs on the railroad between Santa
Rosa and HI Paso with the division
station at Alamogordo, the company
decided to change the divUlon point to
a more convenient place and decided
on Carrizozo. Tbe above change had
hardly been announced until a town
site had been laid out and platted, one
part of which belongs to the Alamogordo Improvement company and the
othfr to W. C. McDonald, manager of
the Carrizo.o Livestock company, and
lots were placed on the market. A
good natured rivalry sprang up between the two parties to see viiich
could secure the most good things for
the town wlfii the result that a number of enterprising
business firms
have been located in each portion of
the town and the place is growing rapidly. A bank is already assured and
other institutions are coming almost
daily.
The devdopment of the town, however. Is In no wise ahead of the surrounding country, as the settlers are
coming in on nearly every tram aim
talcing up the rich lands of the valley
as homesteads. Attorney N. S. Rose,
formerly of Torrance county, has been
appointed United States court commissioner for this place and is kept
quite busy filing papers In homestead
entries.
The location of Carrlzozo is particularly favorable, from a business point
of view, It being situated in a beautiful valley a few miles from the mineral bearing hills In which are located
the noted mining ramps of Lincoln
and White Oaks, and the coal mines of
Capitan, while it is near the famous
fruit ranches of Lincoln county, and in
one of the finest agricultural valleys
In the southwest.
With these advantages and the efforts of the enterprisine neonb. who nri. lnratt.,1 horn it Ir
onlv a matter of a short tlm
until
this will be one of the important
j towns of the Sunshine
Territory,
Mrs. Bambini,

at ner parlors.

No.

West Railroad avenue, la
pared to give thorough scalp treat- ment, do hair dressing, tre--t corns.
bunions and Inrrowlnz
nails
Sh.
ulvoo nnuHnro trpntmnnt and mnnlcim
In g. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
of complexion cream builds up the
skin and improves the complexion,
and is guaranteed not to be Injurious,
Sne also orepares a hair tonic that
cures and prevents dandruff and hair
falling out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Also
face powder, a freckle
cure and pimple cure and pile cure,
All of theje preparations are purety
vegetable compounds. Have Just
ded a vibrator machine for treatment
of scalp, faco and cure of wrinkles,
It is also used for rheumatism, pains
and massage

209
'

ont children, and no home
taa be completely happy with- Hh sia out them, jet theordeal through
which tb expectant mother
tr.uM pas usually is so full of sufferings,
dantftr and fear that she looks forward
o tbt rri ical hour with apprehension
nd urtid
Mother's Friend, by its pene
trating and soothing properties, allays nausea, nervousness, and
all unpleasant feelings, and so tieparcs the system for the
ordeal that she passes through
tbe evtnt safely and with but
little suffering, as numbers have
testiLtd and said, "it is worth
its weight in gold." $1.00 per
Dock containing
bottle of druggists.
valuable information mailed free.
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surplus, $100,000

Atlanta, Cs.

INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

this week.

at

fit

Uso 5 room house, close in, lowlands,
for $2700.00.

g

With Ample Means snd Unsurpassed Facilities.

a bargain

RfcNT.

Furnished

-
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It is reported late this afternoon
that Sig. Grunsfeld has countermanded his order for new furniture for the

Close In on North Fifth,

room
with
board, for lady. 112 N. Wnlter.
furnished
FOR RENT Three-roohouse, with bath, close in. No. 108
John street.
nouse, furFOR RENT four-roonished. Inquire at 234 North Walter street.
FOR KENT Pleasant, airy,
rooms for housekeeping. 524
West Railroad avenue.
cottage, fur- FOR RENT Four-roonished, at Lockhart ranch. Ten
minutes' walk from street car line.
NT
eed
FOR-REBaraTtw'o stalls,-froom and hay loft. $5 per month. 309
Granite avenue.
TOlfRENfitchen, dining room,
bed room and store room. $15 per
month, at the Minneapolis House,
Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR RENTPleasanfairy, wellfur-nisherooms, with modern improvements. Apply at store, 522 East
Marquette avenue, corner of north
Broadway.
in Par"
FO R RENT Apartments
View terrace,
eight rooms each;
steam heated, and all other modern
conveniences. 11. H. Tilton, room 19,
Grant Block.
FOR KENT Houses, 3 to 6 rooms;
modern ; also store room. W. H.
McMilllon, real estate broker, 211
West Gold avenue.
FOR RENT A six room two-slobrick house, corner of Seventh
street and Tijeraa avenue. Inquire
at Lommorl & MattenccI, 624 West
Tljeras avenue.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
nouses ana nats ror housekeeping,
also ranch. Will take parties to
board. Apply at 110 East Coal avenue. Mrs. Norris.
FOR KENT Nicely furnished rooms,
$1.25 to $1.50 per week; 25c to 50c
per night. Also rooms for light
housekeeping.
The Minneapolis
House. 524 South Second street.
Albuquerque, N. M.
KOR REN T

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST

SOME ECHOES CAUGHT
FROM THE CAMPAIGN

I.
Aood gi'i fr

W. I,. Brown. Gen.

Sigfricd
everybody Full 8et of Teeth
if
Grunsfeld
$8 V U
knows Sig. Is a reformer. The fact Gold Crowns
up
Filling
$1.50
Gold
is. his principal hobby in reform is
50c X W
running for office. He has for years Painless Extracting
whisnered and snlasheil that into the
ears or every person who couldn't get ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR
ay imui nun wnen ne wantea 10
ANTEED.
tntu
Ifn cava that Kitlnr'a
la
good enough for him, and hj a loud
voice ne proclaims "ureat is Kerorm,
and under his breath, "(for office
only.)"

assessor's

h"":

s

f

of Bernalillo County.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

.

.ft

.

MONEY to LOAN

tickets to and from all
West s;i,,r vonu"- Auto Phone 270 Steamshipparts
of the world.
"tieiitleiuen's seconuhaBU
WXNTF
3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
Rooms
No. D15 South First street,
cloth-rig315
West Railroad Ave.
sovth of viaduct. Senu address and
PRIVATE OFFICK3.
U1 call.
II. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
Open Evenings.
""NVANTIirf- - TiinrTakers. Good prices
No. 1 timber. Transportation.
Kniplnyiucnt Agency.
WAN'i Lt
fiction as clothing salesman by exptrienced man. Address

THE NEWEST DRUG $'ORE
NE OF
IN THE CITY, AND
THE MOST COMPLETE,
DRUG STORES IN
YOU
SOUTKWEST.
THE
ARE INVITtD TO CALL AND
SEE IT.

ATaan

H. ANDREWS,

209 Nortb

,

CiV.

Pharmacy

John S. Heaven does not claim to be
s
a reformer. He is simply "Doss"
Urartu
man Friday; and expects, or at
r4ri
hmt
least. Ross" Marron has told him that
um
M ut
SraM.
he (Boaven) expect r, to be elected
treasurer by the democratic vote of
I S3
Colorado in this county which it la understood
Field, liurkhart nnd
Marron have
agreed to deliver to him on election
TERRITORIAL REPUBLICAN TICKET day.
He shows great contempt for

WILLIAM

j

I'-- r

Highland

ru.LJ.mN.
bwmAm .nd nprM

For Delegate to Congress

Cal1

-

A. U. Stroup is an "American citizen." For he himself has shouted It
on many different occasions.
He In
Is runan ardent reformer, thinks
ning for office and wants very much
to be elected co that be can reform
two years longer. Although a reformer ho refuses to accept Sulzer's motto,
but Instead has unanimously adopted
this platform. "American citizenship,
Reform and Stroup."

unrut.

lrl."

1906.

BANK INSTITUTIONS

to c'ea.n'
Miss Hearrnn. sol N"rlh Thlrd Bt- - On Furniture, Pianos. Organs,
Horses.
WTNTKliA , ..m... tent girl forO.gen-er-U Wagons and other Chattels; also on
rk. Apply Mrs.
hou-- e
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
Brooks n:: V. Copper avenue
'
zuu. Loans are quickly mads and
ANTU)AiH
'";"
work. Applv linm. duii'ly at lOOo strictly private. Time: One month
to one year given. Goods remain In
West Railroad avenW.
your possession. Our rates are reasonWANT KIJ Help nwhishod and emK,"d8
8eC"re'' able. Call and see us before borrowployment of
ing.
WIlt8 r Ph"
promptly.
TUB HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Colburnf8 vmployment agency. 109

Located at the Corner
of Railroad Ave. and
Broadway is now the
home of the

Nrhr

OF SUBSCRIPTION!

WANTED.

23.

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

WAVrjilJ-WI.hT'p- ln"

Ct

fer kr
M. rr nontliIn 4tb.
kr
im4 kr mI
rw

BUILOiNG

Second strict.

greatest handicap. l!ut reform covers
Knppe stands
a multitude of sins.
f Bernalillo County pledged to give words, words, words
mUJ Paper
(with a dearth of Ideas) to his constim4 City of Albuquerque.
tuents. He Is one of the greatest
TmM After.. DlifthkM.
In the bunch. He has adopted
City till
ClrcvlatU.
Sulzer's motto, "Great Is Reform (for
Tk U'iwI Ntw Mulct ClroltHet.
only.)
Arlroni Clrculttlt. office

TUESDAY, OCTOBER

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
vaT5tkTTa'

I). Huppo has lived In Albuquerque
a good many years, which fact, is recognized by bis friends as being his

IfffMl

C1UZEU.

XVENINQ

d

ry

POR TERFIELD CO.

Extends to Depositor. Every Proper Accommodation,
.ew Accounts Capital, $160,000.00.

110 West Gold Ave,

BACON
REAL

BASHINSKY

&
ESTATE

205 West Gold

Auto Phone 578

PROFESSIONAL
Ira

M

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA A
SANTA FE RY.

CARDS

LAWYERS.

I

1
B

nenit

ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32 F street
N. W., Washington, D. O. Pensions,
lands, patents,
copyrights, caveats,
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. D. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquerque, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.
E. W. Dobso :.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office,
Hock. Albuquerque. N. M.

?

(

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

OrriCKRB AND DIRECTOR
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEE

Crom-wel- l

vie

DENTISTS.

U. m. DEPOSITORY
Authorized Capital
,
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16. Grant block, aver
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
uotn pnones. Appointments made by
mall.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
No. 308 Railrrtid nvenno
nfflee
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:
p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 6 p. m. Telephone 462. Appointments made by mall.
PHYSICIANS.
DR.

President
PrAotrtnn

Ca8Mef
Assistant Cashier
Director

ruubl

H. F. RAYNOLDS

Depository lor Atchison, Topeka

&

J500.000.00
f250.000.00

Santa Fe Railway Company

STATE NATIONAL BANK

Drl. R. L. HUST.
Office, 6 8, N. T. Armllo Bfdg.
Tuberculosis treated with High- -

Frequency Electrical
Current and
Germicide. Treatments
given each
FOR SALE? Gle'ckler's'fafmfthe' best day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m.. Trained
rarm in Bernalir.o county. Chas nurse In attendance. Both 'phones.
K. Oleekler.
UNDERTAKER.
roll fa ALE Fine Jersey cow. W. H. Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo., Red 115.
Mc.Mimon, 211 West Gold avenue.
BORDERS.
r UK sale
carpets, Commercial A. Club
Furniture,
Building. Black
stoves, chickens. Inquire 313 S. Arno
and White Hearse, $5.
FOR SALE Fire wood at the SiT
ARCHITECTS.
perlor Lumber and Planing Mill Co.
FOR SALE Two choice lots In the
F. W. Spencer. Room
Barnett
Grant tract, for $300. One-thir- d
Building, Albuquerque, N. M. Both
cash, balance $10 a month. A bar 'hones.
gain. See H. S. Knight.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
FOR SAIJ3 Lots 3 and 4 lilrx-9(
Eastern addition; level, no water
J. R. Farwell.
courses, wind break to east. In
Room 23. N. T. Armijo building.
quire Ryan, expressman, or 323 N
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Hrondway
rOR SALE Restaurant and lunch
Trios. K. D. Maddlson.
room, best location In eltv mnnnv
Office wltih W. B. Childers, 117 West
making at all times. For sale very Gold avenue.
cneap ir taken tnia week. Address
RODERICK STOVt, E. E.
ma uitizen office
nTlIU
r'Ull SALE FIvb JrMv
tna
Electrical and Mechanical Engineer.
15 Jersey heifers, a
Agent for Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
and
one jersey bull; registered stock Gas and gasoline engines a specialty.
also house for rent. 1500
906 West Railroad avenue. AutoJohn street.
matic 'phone, 179.
FOR SALE Gennral
niprrlianHIc
MUSIC LESSONS.
business on the El Paso and South
western in eastern New Mexico.
Prof. N. DiMauro, the violinist,
Stock $15,000 to $20,000. Fine op gives lessons on the violin and manportunity for right party. Can ex dolin. Guaranteed to be the best
plain good reason for selling, j.o teacher in Albuquerque. Any one decality healthiest in New Mexico. Ad siring lessons address general delivuress inquiries to tnis paper
ery, city.
o
FOR SALE The Minneapolis house
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
44 rooms, all furnished; income $150
per month; must be sold; parties Department
of the Interior, United
going away. Price $3,500 for lot
States Land Office. Small Holding
building and furniture; best paying
Claim No. 2999.
property in Albuquerque. Call or
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 19, 1906.
address C. I). Ward, Minneapolis
Notice is hereby given that the follonouse, Aimiquerque, N. M.
wing-named
claimant has filed notice
FOR SALE Thirty-acr- e
ranch, quar of his intention to make final proof in
ter of mile north covernment In support of his claim under sections
itian school; two acres good bear- 16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891
ing orchard with all kinds of fruit; C'tS Stats., 854.), as amended by the
six acres cultivated ground and balact of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
ance in alfalfa. Good seven-roo470), and that said proof will be made
frame residence, barn and other before A. B. Walker, probate clerk at
outbuildings. For further particu- Albuquerque, N. M., on December 5,
lars inquire of R. D. Lusted, or ad- 19tiH, viz: .loan Garcia y Saraora, of
dress post office box 158, city.
Carpenter, X.
for the Tracts 1, 2,
3 and 4, Seclon
19,
Township 11
JPERSONAL.
North, Rango 6 East.
"rT
FiTiiit
Pern
iiT?
soi
girls are
He names the following witnesses
beautiful in the world.
Get next, to prove his actual continuous adboys, and join our correspondence verse possession
of said
for
club. Write us for particulars. The twenty years next precedingtract surthe
Dixie dub, P. O. box 15C, Chatta- vey of
the township, viz: Francisco,
nooga. Tenn.
Monte., U'onard Skinner, J. M. Skinner and Marcelino Cresplu, all of CarloJlt- LOST Somewhere on Second "street, penter. N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
last Saturday night, a locket from
a gentlemen's fob. Finder will be against the allowance of said proof,
suitably rewarded by leaving the or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
same at tint! John street.
of the Interior department why such
An Awful Cough Curea.
proof should not be allowed will be
"Two years ago our Httlo girl bad given an opportunity at the
d
a touch of pneumonia, which left her
time and place to
with an awful cough. She bad spells
the witnesses of said claimant,
of coughing, just like one with the snd to offer evidence in rebuttal of
whooping cough and some thought that submitted bv claimant.
she would not get well at all. We
MANUEL It. OTERO,
got a lxxtle of Chamberlain's Cough
Register.
Rens'dy, which acted like a charm.
Danger From the Plague.
She Mopped coughing and got stout
There's grave danger from tbe
and fat," writes Mrs. Ora liussard,
Hriihakrr. III.
This remedy is for plague of coughs and colds that are
so prevalent unless
you take Dr.
sale by i druggists.
King's New Discovery fqr ConsumpA Citizen Want ad doea the work
tion. Coughs and Cold.1 Mrs. Ueo.
Walls, of Forest City, Me., writes:
"It's a (Jodsend to people living in
MOTT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS climates
where coughs and colds preThry ovfr-.iI find it quickly euds them.
Wvukni'M. Irri'iru- - vail.
It
I. 4ri t v aitJ u hi Unions, in. i'rfhiror
prevents pneumonia, cures la grippe,
ltd bavnuli
(.miiis
II. it." 1 i... tie
I,V
Mi.seiV - gives wonderful relief in asthma and
to I'irU at
i.i
JeOl
No
If tllS atltt lilMl).
bay fever and makes
weak lungs
kiiitvii n ninlv ti.r i
ii e'iitia
strong enough to ward off consumpti.. in. t ami I .lu li'ti in lift.1
a
trr hoi tion, coughs and colds. 50c and $1.
l.i mull la.. 1.
Guaranteed by all druggists.
Trial
FOK SAL BY
i ANN & SON.
bottle free.

Solicits

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
r
Solomon Luna, Presioent: W. S. Strlckler, V. P.
Cashier- - W J
Johnson. . sst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh. J C and
Baioridge Sol'
mo -- untt. A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnoi,
CroTweH
O.

LOANS

AN

and

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL,
$100,000.00
SURPLUS AND PROFITS, . . . 22,000.00

rOH 8ALE.

Interest Paid on 'i ime Deposits
Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts of the Wond

We Want Your

Banking Business

46-4-

Sth

m

above-mentione-

cross-examin-

- v

i

iSt

lu.n-U-

uinaiil-uoi-

111

1.

4.1

r.

1

L

e

DIRECTORS
Wm. Farr. J. Ii. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A Mlera
j. a. Weinman. F. H. strong. Jay A. Hubbs.

O. N. Marron.
D. H.

T

I

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

j

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
"OLD RELIABLE."

ESTABLISHED

1873.

L. B. PUTNEY
THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
in the Southwest.
TP A T?

RAILROAD

rT

A TSITk

TPPTPTnUTi

AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

&00)000Oaooao
.7.

C.

nrAnnmn

m
M.

0

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

PAINT-Co- vers
more. loo,., best wears the
longest, most economical; full measure
BUILD1NU PAPER-Alw- ays
in stock. Plaster, Lime. Cement. Paint,
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.

flONEER BAKERY
SIMON

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

BALLING,

Proprietor
(Successor to Balling Bros.)

LIVERY,

SALE. FEED AND TRANS-

FER STABLES.
SPECIALTY. Horses aud Mules Bought and Ex- changed.
'.Ve desire patronage and we guarBEST TURNOUTS IN THE OITY
antee first class baking.
207 South First Street. Albuquerque. Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.
WEDDING

CAKES

A

Rico Hotel and Bar
No. Ill North First Street
DINELLI & LENCIONI, Proprietors.
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Meals From 10 Cents Up. Lunches
Put Up for Travelers.
Rooms By Day, Week or Month.

Thos. F. Keleher
i

Headquarters for Low Prices
on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
Brushes and

I

408

W.

Jap-a-Ia- c.

Railroad At, nut
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BUY 'RkFOIRF
A Splendid Investment for Quick Profits. Buy now the Stock of the PITTSBURG-MANHATTAMining Company, of Tonopah, Nevada. 100,000 Shares Par Value $1.00, Fully paid and
at 10 Cents per Share.
N

Property

Non-AssessableOffe-

red

amid Locatiomi.

Company are that it owis proven gold and silver bearing land; not only is the ore there, but
it is there in quantities, an apparently inexhaustible supply of pay ore. The Company owns the Gregory Group of five
Claims situated in the famous MANHATTAN DISTRICT, and alsb has several claims in the LONE MOUNTAIN
DISTRICT; both these Districts are the richest in the WORLD. The tunnels have been opened up on the Lone Mountain
claims and indications point to striking large bodies of high grade ore carrying values in Gold and Silver.

"THE most notable facts of

ft

the.

Miming' Has Built Many

ft

Great Fortunes

PROBABLY YOU DO NOT REALIZE HOW MANY PEOPLE THERE ARE WHO ARE ENJOYING A REGULAR
SO SURELY' OFFERS LARGE RETURNS AS A GOOD MINING STOCK.
FROM INVESTING IN MINING STOCKS. THERE ARE THOUSANDS OF THEM, AND THEY ARE LARGELY THOSE WHO BOUGHT THEIR STOCK WHEN THE OPPORTUNITY
STOCKS OF MANY MINING COMPANIES HAVE ADVANCED
FROM
A
WAS FIRST OFFERED TO SECURE SHARES AT A LOW PRICE BEFORE THE COMPANY HAD BEGUN TO PAY DIVIDENDS.
BACK
TO
INVESTORS IN DIVIDENDS MANY HUNDRED TIMES WHAT
HAVE
PAID
THE
IN
AND
A
BESIDES
SHARE
TO
$1500
VALUE.
$100
FROM
FEW CENTS A SHARE TO PRICES RANGING
TO GRASP THIS OPPORTHEY FIRST INVESTED. MANY OF THE COMPANIES ARE PAYING FROM 100 PER CENT TO 1000 PER CENT IN DIVIDENDS ON THE FIRST PRICE OF THE 8TOCK.
MINING COMPANY AT 10 CENTS A SHARE MEANS SUCCESS TO YOU; AND THAT MEANS HOUSES, GOOD LIVING, TRAVEL,
TUNITY AND PURCHASE STOCK IN THE PITTSBURG-MANHATTAIF YOU DO NOT GRASP THIS OPPORTUITY AND 8ECURE A GOOD SHARE OF WEALTH YOU ARE LIKELY TO BE CLASSED AS
EDUCATION AND SOCIAL PRIVILEGES FOR YOUR CHILDREN.
ABILITY AND INTEGRITY CAN NOT BE QUESTIONED, AND THESE MEN PLEDGE THEMSELVES T08EE THAT EACH AND
WHOSE
OF
MEN
IN
HANDS
THE
THE PROPOSITION IS
A FAILURE
EXPERTS HAVE EXAMINED THE PROPERTY AND IT IS THE UNIVERSAL OPINION THAT IT HAS A
EVERY INVESTOR IN THE ENTERPRISE RECEIVES AN EQUAL DIVISION OF THE PROFITS.
NOTHING

INCOME

ASA RESULT

N

WONDERFUL FUTURE

O re'anisat i o n
DIVID ED INTO SHARES OF THE PAR VALUE
THE COMPANY IS ORGANIZED UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, CAPITAL STOCK OF $1.000.000.
TO
TIME.
FROM
TIME
w'lLL
DEVELOPM
ENTS
REQUIRED
FOR
AS
SOLD
BE
WHICH
SHARES ARE IN THE TREASURY

lO

ft

1000 casl1
20.00 cash
30 00 cash
0
cash
50 00 cash
cash
80.00 cash
100.00
cash
200.00
cash
600.00 cash
1,000.00 cash

shares
260 Bjare8
300 shares
400

shares

500

shares..-

-

60-0-

600 shares

2.000
3,000
10.000

EACH;

400.000

ft

A SHAREHOLDER IN THIS SPLENDID COMPANY. THE PRICE OF SHARES
WE WANT TO IMPRESS UPON YOU THE FACT THAT YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE RICH IN ORDER TO BECOME
A
TO PAY CASH FOR ALL THE SHARES YOU DESIRE TO OWN WE WILL. ACIN
NOT
POSITION
YOU
ARE
IF
WORTH.
$10.00
(100),
HUNDRED
IS ONLY 10c AND YOU CAN BUY AS FEW AS ONE
IN FIVE MONTHLY INSTALLMENTS. SUPPOSE YOU WANT TO INVE8T $10.00 IN THIS COMPANY; SIMPLY
PAID
TO
BE
REMAINDER
E
TH
THE
ORDER,
DOWN
WITH
PAYMENT
SMALL
A
CEPT
AND THE STOCK WILL BE PAID FOR. ITS VERY EASY ANYONE CAN AFFORD
SEND US $2 50 WITH YOUR ORDER FOR 100 SHARES, AND THEREAFTER $1.50 PER MONTH FOR FIVE MONTHS,
IN THIS COMPANY WHICH WOULD MAKE THEM INDEPENDENT FOR LIFE. SEND IN YOUR
AN
INTEREST
BUY
THEM
TO
A
YEAR
IN
ENOUGH
MONEY
HAS
EVERY
ONE
ALMOST
TO DO THIS
MONEY WILL BUY, THE AMOUNT YOU SEND IF YOU WANT TO PAY ALL CASH, AND THE PLAN
ORDER TO DAY. THE FOLLOWING TABLE WILL SHOW YOU JUST HOW MANY SHARES YOUR
PAYMENTS.
FOR MONTHLY

10

1.000

$1.00

Cents Per Share, Cash or Installments

What Your Money Will Buy

300

OF

shares
shares
shares
shares
shares

or
or

2 50

or,

6 00

or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or

5.00

5.00

1000
10.00

10.00
20.00
40.00

100.00
200.00

cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash

and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and

150 per
per
per
7.00 per
800 per
10.00 per
14.00 per
16.00 per
32.00 per
80.00 per
1C0.00 per
3.00

month
month
month
month

norith
month
month
month
month
month
month

MACKAY, MUNROE & CO.,
BANKERS AND BROKERS
GOLDFIELD, NEVADA

for 5 monlhs

for

t months

ioT 5 "lonths

for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for

5
5
5

5
5

5
5
5

months
months
months
months
months
months
months
months

Gentlemen

:
i

I

hereby subscribe for

shares

(at 10c per share) of the Capital Stock of the

MINING

PITTSBURG-MANHATTA-

COMPANY

of

Tonopah

(par value $1.00 per share), for which find enclosed $
Please Issue stock in name of :
Name

(in full)

Street and No
City

State

or Town
-

,

-

Yours truly,

their

not a speculation. The resources of
In offering this stock we present it as a solid and safe investment,
WE
RECOMMEND THE PURCHASE
that
so
inexhaustible
seems
properties and the amount of rich ore

OF THIS STOCK TO EVERY

Signature

-

'.

Put Naiuo of Your I'aper Along This I.lno

INVESTOR.

Officers and Directors:
WINTER (Land Trust Company, Pittssurg
(Mine Owner and Operator, Tonopah):
T. THOMER (Tonopah)
E. B. CUSHMAN
(Cashier State Bank and Trust Co., Tonapah)
W. B. BARTHOLOMEW (Tonopah & Goldfield Railroad Co., Tonopah)
ROBERT

M.

E. G. MINARD

President
Secretary

Treasurer
Director

THE ABOVE STOCK ARE NOW OFFERED FOR PUBLIC SUBSCRIPTION AT

CENTS PER SHARE. MAIL APPLICATION WITH REMITTANCE (CHECK, DRAFT, POSTOFFICE OR EXPRESS MONEY ORDER) TODAY FOR THE NUMBER OF SHARES YOU
DESIRE. CERTIFICATES WILL BE IMMEDIATELY FORWARDED ON RECEIPT OF YOUR LETTER.
100,000 SHARES OF

10

ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO

MACKAY, MUNRO:
BANKERS AND BROKERS

COMPANY
GOLDFIELD, NEVADA

RELIABLE REPRESENTATIVES WANTED EVERYWHERE

1

THE ALBUQUERQUE

CITIZEN

Publiitbed Daily end Weekly.

By The Citizen Publishing Company
W. 8. 8TRICKLER,

.

Praldnt.

W. T. McCREIGHT,
Business MaDgcr.

FACTS STATED
How can any man of memory and common sense
fail to see the. deadly hatred of the morning paper
against republicanism In New Mexico? Mow can any
man be deceived by the thla and transparent varnish or
reform In politics with which that malign Ined

fluence endeavors to cover and conceal its renl motives.'
Think a moment of its course.
First: Kveryone remembers tts false and malicious
attacks on the republican delegate In congress, and Us
emphatically expressed wish that he may lie defeated
hy the democrats in the election of their candidate for
delegate.
Second: Few If any have forgotten that after fawning upon Governor Otero and metaphorically licking the
clust from bis shoes, when It became probable that Otero
would not be appointed governor for the third time, the
rooming paper flopped over and pursued the governor
Uh a persecution which for venom and indecency
Ktands without parallel even in the lowest walks of political sculduggery.
For months, Wnllace Raynolds, republican
Third:
Becrotary of the territory, was aspersed almost daily by
Jnaendo and assertion of wrong doing in innumerable
ways, till fear of legal prosecution palsied the lying pens
employed against him.
Fourth: The territorial legislature, overwhelmingly republican, never ceased to be slimed over and vora-Kcupon, both as a body and in the persons of its
loading republican members, by this most filthy and
venomous reptile.
Fifth: No one has forgotten the unwarranted attack, a few weeks ago, upon the chairman of the republican territorial central committee, and upon all the
other members of that committee for daring to differ
from tho Journal In its attack on their chairman.
Sixth: The republican .territorial convention the
Hhcr day in Las Vegas, composed of representatives of
tbe wisdom and loyalty of the republican party of New
Mexico, waB abused, censured and vilified because it
wcoRnizfed the regularity of the republican convention
In this county.
Seventh: The attacks on the republican organization of this county, on the republican conventions held,
n the men nominated for office, on many of the leading
citizens who support those men as in every way preferable to the mongrel aggregation on the bolters' ticket
the attack on all these has been conducted with the
of a mad dog and the offensheness of a rabid
d

skunk.
Eighth:

Territorial Traveling Auditor Salford. a
republican official and an active worker for the republican party for without the republican party theie can
fce no republican principles in the discharge of his
duty three years ago made a report to the governor on
financial matters In this county. Because that report
triumphantly refutes malicious lies recently published
by the Journal, that paper charges Mr. Safford with falsifying facts by making an untruthful and misleading
report to conceal the misdeeds of a friend in a word,
charges him with the gravest violation of duty possible
in the position he holds.
These things are only the beginning of the story,
but why multiply instances? They are literally innumerable. No republican of any prominence, no republican legislation, no act of any republican official or of
any republican organization none of these has escaped
the enmity of the morning paper. If there is anything
republican in all New Mexico which the morning paper
upholds, let that paper trot it out and this writer will
now down and do it reverence. Yet this rabid enemy of
would pose as a reformer of the repub- ( republicanism

fo beautiful, but also (he highlands and the mountains
I am not an eloquent man, my enemies have
beyond.
advertised this fact far nnd wldo and have made tho
most of It; my friends know It and do not deny It,
Cru-ce- s
therefore I can not paint you a word picture of
and the Mesilla valley of the future, which I see In
my Imagination, but I can emphasize a fact which you
all should remember, t lint the southwest owes to Theodore Roosevelt, president of the I'nlled States, and to
the republican party, tne reclamation policy, that great
law which will turn deseits Into gardens, which will
ho a monument to our Kfeut president, after many other
deeds of other men now deemed Important have been
forgotten."
In tills connection The Citizen would remind the
people of Bernalillo county that this president who has
done so much for New Mexico, as Delegate Andrews
forcefully showed has publicly expressed his wish that
... tl.ta hai.tiiil-.- .
fill iil'ur
i.....i.l.ll..nnn
..... lTnttdll
...v, th.i
ti in ti mm ni
innv, iiii
iiiib i'oii i' viiiii tlmn
States, si, i,ll sho an unbroken front In their support or
republican putty and principles. Shall, then, a few de
leaa
signing democrats nnd a few hungry
any intelligent republican to break ranks, desert his
parly nnd disappoint his president, right here in the
largest city and wcaltniest county or prosperous ,ni'w
Mexico, whose entire prosperity Is due to republican
nrtnclnles annlierl under rrnubllcan control? Such a re
sult should be and will be absolutely Impossible.
ottlce-seeKe-

And still the morning paper has not dared to put up

'

They can not

the artificial watering of desert lands Is costing many nut mi the name of Ianazolo for fear of the people
However, today that paper
throughout the territory.
millions, there is a stupendous work under contemplato
putting up lils name. u"7
next
thing
the
tion in the south of an opiosite nature. It is proposed has done
put up his picture.
to drain the Everglades of Florida.
overuor Broward, in writing of the great scheme,
which Is now a leading issue before the pjoide of that
the main features of the plan. There
state,
are 7,600.000 acres of swamp lands to be freed of water,
la the midst of this dreary waste lies I.ake Okeechobee.
It is proposed to cut canals and drain off part of the
waters of this lake, so as to reduce the surface four
feet to prevent the overflowing, which now floods l.onu,-M- t
acres of the surrounding country.
The work calls for 550 miles of canals ten feet deep
and varying in width from fifty to i20 feet. From these
main arteries will be cut smaller ditches, which must
ke made by the purchasers of the property. Altogether
tbe cost will be $1,000,000.
This is a large sum for a commonwealth no richer
thau Florida, but that fact makes the enterprise all the
more commendable. To convert the denizen of the
and the home of l lie moccasin Into rch farming
land is a big job. but not I'm big for the restless
alli-cal-

WE

The Washington l'ost savs that the old fasliion-- d
democrat is about as extinct as the dodo. There a'L'
some pans of the country, especiallly
in the soinn,
wlu'i'e ihcy survive in large numbers; but in many puts
of New Mexico the Post saying seems actually to be
true. Then- - are other parts of this territory as well as
Bernalillo county, where they can not run a ncKci 01
their own ami arc dependent in their efforts to break
up the party upo.i such traitors as the morning Journal
o
and bolters of the
kind.
Jesus-I'crfect-

HAVE

THE

Young Men's Overcoats $10 to $20
Young Men's Suits - 10 to 20
Children's Overcoats $5.00 to $10
Children's Suits - $3.50 to $8.00
Men's and Boy's Sweaters 75c to $5
Men's and Boy's Hats and

ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
FURNITURE X n FURNITURE

LARGEST
GOOD
TO
BE

1

TRY OUR BAKERY
GOODS.
THE QUALITY IS THE BEST.
EVERY ARTICLE WE SELL IS
GUARANTEED TO GIVE SATISFACTION OR YOUR MONEY
BACK.
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FILLED THE SAME DAY

"HEY ARE RECEIVED.

POLITICAL

3an inun

i

POINTERS

Hon. O. A. Iarrazolo, the demo
cratic candidate for delegate to con

DELEGATE

gress, will address the people of Al
buquerque at Elks' opeVa nouse to
night. Everybody invited. No ad
mission fee.

NEWCOMB

RETURNS FROM THE EAST

j

"j&njLiN&nj

st

I

THE BEST IN TOWN

mm

'ASM

S

TRIP THROUGH
The Las Vegaa Optic Bays: Dr. G. MADE FLYING
THE UNITED STATES AND
W. Harrison of Albuquerque and Don
Per Gallon
RETURNS CONFIDENT OF
Mariano LArragoite, lately of Rio ArVICTORY.
REPUBLICAN
Special Price on Large Orders
riba county, left this city today for
Mora county, where they will address
Delivered to any part of the city
Hon. W. H. Neweomb of Silver
the republican convention of that
here last night after an excounty In favor of joint statehood.
tended trip through the United States.
Dr. .lames P. Booth, who was the The Journey began after the Las VegPhone Colo. Red 92.
internal revenue collector for New as republican convention, to which he
Mr. Neweomb iert
Mexico and Arizona years ago, when was a delegate.
Angeles,
from
the writer of this Item was the Las Vegas for Los
United States gauger for New Mexico, whence he traveled north to Portland,
to
states
Is the independent democratic candi- Ore., across the northern
date for coroner of Ixis Angeles New York City and from there back
at the
county, Calif., and has a strong fol- by the southern route to New Mexico.
Champion Grocery and Meat Market
He reports a very pleasant trip with
lowing.
Cor. Seventh and Tljeras
until
summer weather everywhere
A choice line of Imported Goods DiBEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
The remihlicaiiM of Xlerr:! count v Colorado was reached wnen the blizrect from Italy.
PER TON
$6.50
met the other day at Hlllsboro and zard was experienced.
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL.
was severely shaken
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
nominated the following ticket: For up Mr. Neweomb
Remember, we handle the best
but escaped serious injury in the
PER TON
...$6.50
representative, Robert Martin. For
meats and a full line of choice grodeiegate to constitutional convention, wrecked No. 7 train near Springer.
ceries.
Before leaving for ills home this morn
H. A. Wolford. For county commisLOMMORI & MATTEUCCI.
his opinion to the
sioner, first district, V. P. Arrey. For ing he expressed
republican legislative
county oommiRsioiier, Becoml district, effect that the
ticket would win In Grant county and
I). Dissinger. For probate judge,
joint atatthood would receive a
Tafoya. For probate clerk, that
very generous majority In southern
BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
J. M. Webster.
For shertu, Edward
$2.25 AND $2.75
FOR
Tafoya. For assessor. Max I.. Kah-le- New Mexico.
We keep the quality of our brrad
For treasurer, Aloys Prelsser.
up to the highest. This is possible
For aupcrintendent. of schools, W. M.
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
by using;
Kobins.
For river commissioners,
Knciua and Haca.
. 502 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
The Best Flour,
Spelter.
Hon. H. (). Hiirsum, the chairman
The Best Labor,
St. Umis. Oct. 23. Spelter, IH.L'O.
of the territorial republican central
The Bert Methods,
committee, left last night for l.as
St. Lcuis Wool Market.
Vegas, followed this morning by Hon.
L'3.
Wool steady;
St. Louis, Oct.
W. H. Andrews, the republican candinot only in mixing- and baking, but
date for delegate to congress. Tne uncii jnged.
also in taking care of and selling
republicans of San Miguel county are
Money Market.
the bread. If you want the best
bidding their convention In l.as
New York, Oct. 23. Prime
today and Messrs. Hursum and
you'll haye to use Balling's Bread.
paper, t;(fitiV4; silver 70
Andrews will address the meeting toon call firm 3 1 4 (f 5 ptr cent.
night. They will return to AlbuquerPIONEER BAKERY,
que tomorrow night. Sa'n Miguel
Chicago Live Stock.
20T MOUTH riRBT TRKST.
county, the home of Candidate I.nrra-aiilChicago, Oct. 23. Cattle receipts,
will give Candidate Andrews of
9,0imi, market slow and steady. BeeHie republican party a large majorELITE ROOMING HOUSE
ity. Candidate Metcalf of the social-i- i ves $4.10ifi7.30; stockers and feeders Funeral Director and Licensed Emtalmer THE
rany. will get half a dozen votes $t ti56i5.25; Texans $3.754.30; westPhones
ern I3.90fj4.25; calves $6.U0S7.50.
in this county.
NEAR POSTOFFICC AND DEPOT
Sheep receipts 24.000, market steady CorntrFlftb mad Railroad
Hon. (J. A. I.arrazolo, the candidate sheep 3.t;ri T..70; lambs $4.Ctl44 7.0.
No. 118 West Silver Avenue.
lor delegate to congress on the demoO. E. GALLOWAY, Manager.
Grain and Produce.
cratic iicket, appeared last night at
O. D.
Dec :3'.u C.
ChiCHKo, Oct. 23. Wheat
thi' court house, but that party's or3 is; May
gan, (he Democrat-Journal- ,
7Si
Optician
Scientific
failed to
f
Corn Dec. 4212c; May
Hive much space to the meeting.
Oats Dec. 33 1 4c; May 34
THE CELEBRATED
to publish the picture of Mr.
I'ork Jan .13.ti2Mi-LarI.ai ra.ilo. which shows the gentleman
Oct. ls.7ri; Jan. IS.82V...
to be a tine looking man. It Is learned
Kihs Oct. Sx.;iii; Jan,$7.42l4.
tud.iy that ihe court room was pretty
well crowded, and
i.
Mr. Iarrazolo
.
New York Stock--- .
ttw.
spoke to the people In Spanish, thus
are
23
Following
New
York, Oct.
avoiding the necessity of an interpreclosing
quotations:
ter. Attorney E. V. Chaves was the
N.
pfd., 100
Atchison, Ml
other speaker of the evening. The
So.
candidates' on tile people's ticket, no- Y. Central, 130; I'eiina., 141 92 12;
tably Jesus Koniero, Perfecto Armljo, i'ueiiic. 3; V. IV, 184; pM..
pfd-Bottled in Bond.
HKuppe,
Slgfrled Orunsfeld and Copper, 114 5S; Sleel, 47
others, so it is learned, were promi- luti
nent among the democrats to welcome
Kansas City Livestock.
r. I.arrazolo.
Kansas City. Oct. 23. Cattle steady.tr
1
S nun
rcceii.tw
Ineludine 800 SOUthDistillers.
Torments of Tetter and Eczema Al- leins steadv. Native steers $4.15t6.75
FRANKFORT, KY.
layed.
$2.804r4 25; southern
steers
southern
The intense itching characteristic Icows $2.oti(fi 2. wo; native cows and
EYES TESTED FREE
of eczema, tetter and like skin
and
heifers. S2.4ut 4.80 : stockers
CORRECT FIT GUARANTEED
is Instantly allayed by applying feeders I2.fiu4 4 K o ; bulls 12.10(5 3.50 ;
MELINI & EAKI-- J
western steers 114 Railroad Ave., Albuquerque, N. M.
c alves
Cliainbeiluin's Salve, und many
S2.7'4t i aO;
3.75.
$2.
35ft
cows
Sole Agents.
been
S3
cases have
permanently
.loft 5.2.'i; western
lU.uou,
ciii'ed by Its use.
marKei
receipts
For sale by all
Sheep
HAIR WORK.
Albuquerque,
N. M.
Muttons
druggist.
steady to lo cents lower.
x
Automatic Phone, 199.
anyone
range
S:.7j1i
Mrs.
at
home
o
7.5;
to
ItutheiToro.
5.40;
lambs
$4. Soft
Ak for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM wethers $4.2."'? 5.7." ; led ewes I4.00f wanting bair work done, every Wed5 25.
nesday, at 517 South Broadway.
BREAD and take no otner.

$1.50

City-arrive-

LOUDON'S JERSEY FARM

COAL

WOOD

JUST RECEIVED

We Keep It Up

r.

John

S.

Beaven

B. K. ADAMS

-

Ve-ua- s
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V,Z?.ao?Bl
Anu

H. CARNES,

ie

e.

-
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News had
a birthday, and The CitUen thinka with the News that
FACT AND ARGUMENT
it is a very heuhhy yearling In fact, one of the healthDelegate Andrew
made an aide and appropriate iest in all the pastures of New Mexico. It celebrated
speech at Ias Crur.es, which The Citizen samples as Its birthday by reducing the price of Ilie paper to $1 a
follows, from the opening paragraph:
year. The issue ma king this announcement consisted
''Hut' few days ago the secretary of the interior of eighteen pages.
called for bids for furnishing the cement for the initial
work ou the Kio Grande or Klcphant Butte project, and
The democratic campaign book won't be of any use
unly on Thursday of thin week the bids were opened to Hryan. V hasn't a word about government ownerfor the construction of ilie l'ensaeo dam, which last, ship. However, like its few party leaders In New Mexwhen constructed, will mean a constant supply of irri- ico, i he book is long ou reform," with which H hopes
gation water for 15,0011 acres in your valley. These are to
seine giMid but misguided republicans
protiaie facts, but they also appeal to the Imagination,
.Jthejr open vista of realms in the not far distant day
Some people will never Ket into paradise because
hea Ijis Cruces will be a metropolis of 50,000 and they will insist a "reformiiiK" St. I'cter at the gate
kit people commanding not only this valley to fertile, before they
any further.
With its

3

y a

431-2i-

Socorro county democrats are
not rutting lunch ice Just at present. In fact, there are
e
not many of them left. If, however, their present
of nominating a people's ticket is carried out and
compels the nominal ion of an unusually good republican
ticket, ihey will still be able to point to some reason
f :r their coin iime,i existence as democrat.
Socorro Chieftain
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TO
EAT
THINGS
FOUND IN THE CITY. IF'YOU
GOOD THINGS AT
WANT
CORRECT
PRICES TRADE
WITH US.

s

o
o
ao
o
o
o
o

HATS
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DRAINING THE EVERGLADES
the name of either candidate for delegate to congress.
Big as is the tillable portion of the United Stales, They cannot put up Delegate Andrews' name because
large tracts are still being added either by drainage or his being a true blue, active and efficient republican Is
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nf thu Western Liberal thinks there
horrible waste in the management of the

sufficient ground of hatred by 'that paper.
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. 25c to $6.00
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UNDERWEAR--$1.0- 0
to $8.00 per Suit
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Nettleton Fine Shoes $5.00 to $6.00. Forbush $3.50 to $4.00
o
o BOY'S SHOES
BOY'S CAPS

NEW BUCKWHEAT FLOUR
NEW AUNT JEMIMA'S PAN
CAKE FLOUR
NEW MAPLE SUGAR
NEW MAPLE SYRUP
NEW WALNUTS
NEW ALMONDS
NEW DATES
NEW FIGS
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While in the far west

"Good Things to Eat"
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Grocery Comp'y.

According to the New Mexican, Delegate Andrews
in his first session in congress Introduced seventy-seve- n
bills and something like sixty petitions. He secured 41(5
pensions, passed seven private pension bills, got sev
postofflees established, obtained several new
post routes and the establishment of railway mall service over the El Paso & Southwestern, the Dawson, the
Santa Fe Central and the Farmington branch of the D.
& Ft. G.
His work for the statehood bill was masterly
He secured
in execution and astonishing in results.
Appropriations for Albuquerque, Santa Fe and Las
Vegas and obtained u change In the application of t.ie
land laws affecting the school grants given New Mexico.
These are of the things he did and do not .nclnde those
he yet has on the way to success. Delegate Andrews
has cause to 'be proud of his record, and New Mexico
has cause to be grateful to her delegate as well ns proud
of him.
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says an exchange.
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The Lordsburg Liberal tells the following. ' l.;'ra
Page, who was Southern Pacific agent at Separ for some
time, is a good lepublicnn, and never votes any other
kind of a ticket. When the democratic county conven
tion met and selected the precinct chairmen for the var
ious precincts Mr. Page was elected chairman for the
Separ precinct. He could not conscientiously serve the
democratic party, and he could find no one to whom
Finally
he could present his resignation as chairman.
ho concluded that the only way he could get out of the
trouble he was In was to leave the county. He secured
a transfer to Anapa station, which Is a few miles this
side of El Paso, and moved there. The republicans think
n
way of driving republican
this ia a rather
votes out of the counts, but they can not blame Page
Boss Marron
for leaving, under the circumstances."
could not drive any of the reform (?) republicans of Albuquerque out of his bandwagon in any such way as
giving them office. No, Indeed, not even that heart to
heart republican, that ever tried and true and altnful
republican, Joseph F. Sulzer.
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last territorial fair. He recently said: "For the first
time in several years tne Aiuuquerque lair nas turiieu
out to be a financial success. The income was $23,308.-5This paid all the expenses of the fair, some $4,000
of old debts, and left a credit balance of $5,012.17. The
Albuquerque Journal printed a balance sneei, snowing
the source and amount of all receipts, and a detailed
cm!.. mi. nt if Hi) pxnenses. Amonir the navments were
the following, according to the Journal: 'Ieonardo Hu- nick. services of hlmselt and men rair grounds i Keeping
risan itnrlnt' wtekt xl3. 25." If it was worth that
lican party.
amount of money to the fair association to have lyjo- nardo and his men keep clean during tne week it was
CLEANING CITY STREETS
ni.nl.ui!.. U...11 iiutnl lmt wnuhl tt not have been cheauer
to
have driven them so far out of town thatO they would
What an Improvement organization can undertake
. ...
vmy uui
not
have onenueu visitors ourmg .1me iair: tlFI
ot
by
exemplified
well
the
record
is
can
what
do
it
and
the North Central Improvement association of Chicago, have passed this bill up to tho board of health?"
which by special arrangement with the city has official
The morning organ of those great and only
ward. It
control of the east half of the Twenty-firreformers Perfocto, Jesus, et al. opened its
spent some $15,000 last year in keeping its streets and
cesspool
this morning and poured out. its usual daily
459
members
active
garnished.
swept
It
had
alleys
and
filth. George F. Albright was the one whom
of
bucket
1,000.
it
and is preparing to increase its membership to
its sewage this time. Ot
t experimenting with paving and has several streets It attempted to drown inalways,
that little affair
under care to note quality of materials and is tackling course it is the Hubhellscaptain since Danites;
but now
of
the
Lamy
the
with
down
at
un
being
kept
problem,
vacant
close
watch
that
lot
the
gates
been
have
sluice
the
times
successive
three
for
occupied building sites are not turned into dumping
Newgrounds for refuse. Some attempts have been made in lifted and the individuals selected have been C. E.
landscape gardening under the advice of Superintendent comer, Wl B. Childers and George Albright, In the order
need not
Warder of Lincoln park. WJthin two years of its exist- named. As with the other two, .Mr. Albright
long
been
too
He
mephltle
has
exudations.
care
for
these
faence Torty alleys have been paved, brick being the
a citizen of Albuquerque long before tbe Journal gang
vored material, though asphalt has been fairly satisfactory. Ten miles of Btreets and five of alleys are under had come to the city, and before some of them had c :me
he has
the control of the association, which also assumes the to the United Slates and during all thata time
mur.
the
for
too
honest
good
too
citizen
a
and
been
Dense, a fact which benefits the other half of the
filth slinging of the Journal gang to leave even s:) much
ward from its being allowed all the city appropriation
The anphalt streets are swept four or five times a day as a taint in the air that surrounds lilm.
and flushed at night, while the macadam is liberally
The Estancla News was two years oil with lis issue
sprinkled. The cost is $1,200 per inonth, met by an asvery
feet of residence of Friday last. Speaking of itself, the paper says
sessment of f 15 for each twenty-fiv- e
"For
frontage and twice as much for business streets. A truly, as The Citizen can bear full testimony: county,
feet In- two years we have been working to build up the
narrow roadway is now being urged twenty-si- x
In
feet, the object being to add to the to Interest outsiders In its possibilities and to assistsetstead of thirty-tw- o
thoroughfares. The South Park making It a good place to live. That the valle y is
teanty of the tree-line- d
Improvement association last year spent about $ 10,000 tling up with a class of people from all parts of the
ha seeping that district clean. Individuals, churches, United States who are striving to make a home, in the
stores, apartment buildings contribute the funds n real meaning of the word, is a fact of which we are
monthly assessments of $1 or more. The University oi proud. We have tried to assist every good or worthy
Chicago contributes $l,&oo annually. Americau Civic cause and to eschew anything which would tend to work
against the upbuilding of the valley."
association.
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LOSf HIS PAY

WOOD

JUST FOR F
They Meet in Anger at Jail
Door and Wrangle For
Possession of Keys.
THE COUKT

WILL

DECIDE

HARM

BOOST

THE
Dallied in Precincts of the
Half World With the

YJ.C.A.

L

Usual Results.
WAS HE "DOPEY"

DKUK

OK

Throws Neillsville. 'Wisconsin. Lady Santa Fe and El Paso & South
.
Himself on Mercy, of Court
western Give Free
Required Whole Squad to Bring
Recalls Preacher Who
Him Back to the Train.
Without Jurisdiction.
Transportation.
Married Her in 1865.

Signature Imitator

Sergeant Bob Lewis of Mounted
Police Assumed the Kole
of Peacemaker.

Memory a Blank.

i

Special to The Evening Citizen.
Socorro, N. M., Oct. 23. "If you
fellows don't behave yourselven, I'll
put you both in jail and if I cannot
Ket the keys to this Jail, I'll put you
In t iie Santa Fe Jail."
T;ie above Injunction from Sergeant
Hob Lewis of the the mounted police
to Misais Baca ami Lcandro Baca,
respectively, of
Hhorlff and
Socorro county yesterday afternoon
over
when they had an altercation
possession of tae Jail keys was sufficient to abate a personal encounter,
more than the small scuffle which
was going on when Sargeant Ixwts
delivered his ultimatum.
Misals Baca, who was recently appointed sheriff by Governor Hager-mato succeed Leandro Baca, deposed, presented himself at the Socorro
county sheriff's office here about 5
o'clock yesterday afternoon. He demanded possession of Deputy Ed. S.
Staploton who made no resistance
and walked quietly out.
When the matter of keys was
brought up, however, the new Incumbent was informed by tbo deputy that
they were in possession of
Ieandro Baca, who was out of town.
Whereupon the heriff took forcible
)Ksses8ion by breaking the locks of
the Jail.
While he was forcing an entrance
Itandro Baca appeared upon the
scene and the encounter ensued, the
attempting to prevent
Baca from securing possession.
No serious trouble of any kind Is
anticipated. Search of the two claimants and the few bystanders, It Is said,
or other conrevealed no
cealed weapons.
,
The new sheriff, Misais . Baca, Is
now In full possession of the sheriff's
office and the Jail.
The affair Is the culmination of
the strictures that have arisen since
I ,.eandro
Baca's removal by Governor
llagerman, some time ago, for alleged malfeasance In office, and the appointment of his successor.
The
has been refusing
steadily, to give up possession of the
oitice and at this time an injunction
case is before the territorial supreme
rourt citing Judge F. W. Parker of
the third judicial district to show
cause why a writ should not. be Issued restraining him from In any
munner passing upon or determining
the rights of Misais Baca to the office of sheriff of Socorro couty.
The ordr was Issued at the instance of Ei W. Dobson of Aiouquer-que-,
attorney for Leg nil ro Baca. It
is returnable on the 27th of Cctober.
n
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OUT HIS BEST EYE
ASSAULTED LAST
IN FRONT OF THE
NEW YORK SALOON.

H. F. WILLIAMS

NIGHT

result of an altercation in
front of the Nw York saloon at 2
o'clock this morning, John Kelly and
James Clark will be tried on charges
of assault and battery in Judge Crawford's court at B o'clock this afternoon. The chief witnesses in the
case are H. F. Williams, a foreman
at the Santa Fe shops and Patrolman
Rossi and Strausnej who arrested
Kelly and Clark while the fight was in
progress and placed them In the city
jail.
Both the accused were arraigned
this morning and entered pleas of not
guilty. Owing to the absence of material witnesses the hearing was postponed until this afternoon.
Williams appeared In court this
morning with a badly swollen optic
and other evidences of having been
In a personal encouter.
He secured
legal cousel to present his side of the
case to the court.
It is said that Kelly has a grudge
against Williams on account of some
complaints he made at a hospital
whre he (Williams) was 111. which
resulted In the removal of Kelly from
his situation as a nurse.
Several months ago, according to
the police, Kelly assaulted Williams
and faced a similar charge.
Williams declares that las; niglit
he was passing the New York saloon
when he was assaulted without warning by ivelly who threatened to cut out
his Inst eye. Clark Is held fgr being
an accessory to the assault.
As the

A social affair of next Friday after
ikk)ii will bo the formal opening of
me new puimc dormitories ai the
University of New Mexico. The new
Pueblo Indian buildings will be for-

mally thrown open to the public and
everybody Is cordially Invited to be
present. A short program at 8 o'clock
will be a feature of the opening, when
the new buildings will be christened

Going Like
Hot Cakes
People now realize that
it PAYS TO HAVE

Mitchner's Lights
For they can be depended
upon. Call Auto. Phone 731
and get some

Good Lights

Ed B. Harmon, the young man
charged with forging the signature of
Melville Summers of the John M.
Moore Realty company, to a check
for $12.60 made, a voluntary statement In Judge Crawford's court this
morning, where he was arraigned to
answer after Branding last night In
the city jail.
Although It is not u:ul r uih, Harmon's statement is virtually a confession of guilt.
"I am traveling out of Denver for
the American Tobacco company," he
said, "and en route to Albuquerque l
lost my pocket book and mileage.
"At the Alvarado hotel Inst night
I was talking to a friend In the reading room where a number of blank
check were lying on a writing table.
Just for a joke I filled out one of
these for $12.50, although I had previously borrowed $2 from my friend.
"We went Into the Grill room and
had several drinks and when we came
out I had the check cashed at the
Sturges hotel bar.
"I had been drinking to excess,
Your Honor, and after making this
statement I want to throw myself upon the mercy of the court and ask for
executive clemency."
"Its past me," declared Judge Crawford.
"All I can do Is bind you over
to the grand jury. I have no further
jurisdiction."
"Your bond Is fixed at $250. Have
you any friends here who will go on
your bond? If you haven't you will
have to remain In jail until your case
is disposed of."
Harmon declared he could get outside assistance In the matter of filling
a bond for $250 and asked leave to
telegraph for It. This was agreeable
to the court.
The police say Harmon formerly
worked In the railroad shops at Albuquerque. He wears a conspicuous
lodge insignia and claims to be In
good standing In a prominent social
order. He is a good dresser and an
easy talker.

A dozen delegates from Las Vegas
Neillsville, Wis., Aug. 24. 1905.
Rev. Thomas Harwood, Albuquerque, to the first convention of the Young
Men's Christian association of New
New Mexico.
Mexico and Arizona passed through
In
Dear Sir and Brother: We have
Albuquerque this morning on delayed
our town a small society of the Wo- No. 1 tn route to Douglas, Arizona.man's Home Missionary sociuty and
Albuquerque will be represented at
we want to add our mite where It the convention by R. W. D. Bryan, at.
will help the most.
torney, who was appointed a delegate
Personally, 1 am interested In the by International Secretary McGill of

name Harwood, for I feel quite sure
that you are the one who performed
niy marriage ceremony to Mr. Beards- ley in Tomah in 1865. I remember that
Brother Harwood went as a mission
ary to Mexico
This Is the reason
why we have selected the Harwood
Industrial school, for girls, where we
want to send our aid. Will you let
us know whether you are the one who
was our preacher at Tomah away
back in 1S65 and what It will cost to
keep a girl at the home for a year?
Respectfully,
EVILINE PRISCILLA BEARDSLEY.
"After reading the letter," Mr. Har
wood declared, "I looked up my diary
for 1SG5 and read: "November 30, 1865.
at Tomah, Wisconsin,
George L.
Beardslcy and Evlllne Priscilla Us- tisk, both of Tomah, Monroe county,
Wis were by Mr. Thomas Harwood,
united In marringe.
"Sometimes I awaken to the fact
that I have been thinking more of
some other people than they have of
me, but here Is a case reversed; for
It is evident that these people have
ufen thinking more pleasantly of me
all these years than I have of them,
for I had not thought of them at all
for many years, but now after forty- one years have passed away, to be
informed that in memory of my name
they wish to aid the Harwood Home
Girls' school here in Albuquerque because it bears my name with that of
Mrs. Harwood, is very pleasant ln
deed and brings to mind many pleas
ant memories of that long ago
event.'
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TRANSFERRED

UNITED STATES
INFANTRY ON ITS WAY FROM
THE ISLAND OF SAMAR TO
FORT LOGAN, STOPS IN
ALBUQUERQUE.

JACK SAYS NEW VOTES

OUR

RUG DEPARTMENT la
revelation to those who
visit It, because of the great variety of Domestic Rugs
from the beet loom.
Cg2g?gSZaaj

ALBERT FABER
....
Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

Only In Use Two Months- - Perfect Condition

New and

Hay,

J. F. PALMERMeats,

BUY THIS OUTFIT TODAY

QUANTITY

Iclhairdlson's

CENTER PIECE

FOR

COMMISSIONER
OPTIMISTIC OF REPUBLICAN SUCCESS IN GRANT
COUNTY.

republican candidate
for commissioner of Grant county,
en route to Kansas City on a business mission, stopped off at Albuquerque between trains for a short
time. Mr. Jack Is also a member of
the territorial cattle sanitary board.
"We expect to elect several
on the republican ticket in our
county. "The candidate replied in
response to inquiries regarding the
political situation in Grant county.
"The county is presumably democratic, but really it has the most in
dependent vote in New Mexico and is
therefore an unknown quantity.
"Outside of Silver City and Leopold,
the sentiment is pretty well known,
but of course, the result of the election rests entiielv with the outcome
in Silver City.
"Already 400 more votes have been
registered in Silver City than were
recorded two years ago. It is very
difficult to get uny kind of line on
how these votes will go, for the reason that most of them have never
voted in Silver City before and are
therefore
with neither
identified
party.
"In the face of past, democratic victories, down there the republicans are
working hard and anticipate the election 01 some of the candidates on the
republican ticket.
Mr. Jack expects to be absent iu
Kansas City for two weeks.
Preparations are under way for the
Socorro Varsity foot ball game at
Tractiou ark Saturday, October 27th.
o
A Badly Burned Girl
or boy, man or woman, is quicklv
out of pain If Bucklen's Arnica Salve
is applied promptly. O. J. Welch of
Tekonsha, Mich., says: "l use It iu
my family for cuts, sores and all
skin injuries, and find It perfect."
Qulkest pile cure known. Best healing salve made. 25c at all druggists.
W. H. Jack,

can-dat-

es

30c

A

30c

Richardson Grand Prize
cian Embroidery Floss, in solid
and varigated colors, per skein

SHERIFF WITH
TOO MUCH

PILLOW TOP

113

& GO. i

117 Cold Avenue

M. BERGER,
Wholesale Agent. Albuquerque. N.

K0000
FRENCH BAKERY
213 WEST R AILROAD

"

AVE.

STEVENS & DOWYER, Proprietors
13LTTTKR

NUT

FINE LINK OF

"READ
Better

Than

All City

CAKES
Always on Hand.

Homo-Mad-

and Outside Orders Promptly Attended to

9m99

Convenience - Comfort - Security
The
duties

telephone

makes

the

The telephone preserves your
health, prolongs your life and
"
protects your home.

lighter,

the cares less,
and the worries fewer.
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

Flaming's Grocery and Cafe
KLGULAR DINNER 25 CENTS
Short Orders and Lunches Served from 6 a. m. to

12

Midnight

Irish Stew and Chili Concarne

Alway Ready to Servo
Topham's Celebrated Soda Water On Ice
t

311 SOUTH FIRST STREET

La Vela Rooming Douse

la Connrctios,

113

Vest Uad Aveiuc

O'RIELLY & CO.
J. H. 'LEADING
--

DRUGGISTS-

-r

Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

BOTH PHONES

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

BARNETT, Ptop'r.

12 0 West Railroad

Avenue

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAM PL A NO
CLUB ROOMS

O

O

O

It Is the Little Thing's
COl'NT. Wator falliiiK. a drop at a time, will
wear away tn hardest rwk. It was
the last utraw that broke the ramel'a liacli.
A little money
aaved saved
will mmm
amount to a comfortable sum. A little saved from your
income each month will wear away the bands of poverty.
Every hiniill bum counts and mukea the total of your
xavinus larger.
.
A I'Biik account Riven you something to think about.
It will keep you busy; u will furnish you a
safe plac
to pin your savings; It will help you to save your money
i.yMemjilea!Iy; it will put method Into your savins.

THAT

MONEY

II.
A.
A' Cloudcrofi last Friday
Phillips, sheriff of Otero county, offered a wager of Jjitii against $5U that
of that
he would' be
cuuu'y. The bet was called by W. K.
Matthews f Oloudcrof' and the money placed iu tae hands of .las. Rbhlle,
who has placed the money in the bank
with himself as trustee. The bet was
witnet'id by a number of Alamogordo
men and also by several partus at
Cloudcroft.

Ranges

d

Don't Dlipute with
Woman,
Especially, If the tells you to order
ack of
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Make no excuae, (If yon should t
get th order), that 70a could;
And it. for every
flrstalaM gromm
handles EMPRESS. Ton Trill alwn
find good bread, good biacolta, go
paetry and most important of an
good cheer to greet yon waen
n,
come home for your dinner. Try74
EMPRESS FLOUR la the Empreaa
II others. ,

s,

I-

Second-han-

BORRADAILE

clear-braine-

d,

Staab Building

STOVES
STOVES
BASE BURNER

i

rfrt
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CANDIDATE

to

TO PORTALES

The streets of Albuquerque Pre
sented an unusually animated appearance this morning owing to the visit
or the Twenty-fir- st
United States Infantry en route to its new quarters
at Fort Ixgan, Colorado. The regiment, consisting of six hundred and
eleven members, under command of
coi. c. A. Williams, assisted bv Mat- ors Hearn, Palmer and Iyeauhauser
and M'vlical Officers Dunoan and Hull,
came hi here for breakfast In two
sections dvparting about noon.
Nearly two years ago the Twenty-fir- st
left Fort Swelling, Minn., for the
Philippines and upon Its arrival was
assigned to Samar, where it soon became active against the Pulajanes. Af
ter two campaigns in Samar and while
eignt of its twelve companies were
still In the field It was recalled, sailine
on the transport Logan from Manha
on the 20th of September. It arrived
in San Francisco October 18, having
called on the way home at Nagasaki,
Japan, and at Honolulu.
When the regiment started for the
Philippines it had about eight hundred members and has had exceptionally good fortune In the preservation
of its men, the depreciation in Its or
iginal numbers being mostly due to
minsters, i ne mn look remarkably
well and express their gratification
at returning once more to the home
land.

AN UNCERTAIN

followed.

His comrades declare he returned
the train in a "dopey" condition
and said he had been drugged and
robbed. This was about 11 o'clock.
At noon he took a sudden notion
to find I ho person or per-- , is who
took his money and admin'. . 'red the
knock-ou- t
drops, und lc: . ' .10 train
against the ' remonstrai of his
friends. He walked aimh' .';, east on
.
a dazed
Railroad avenue, acting
sort of fashion and stag;, Ing about.
When the train wtis ready to depnrt
and the other absentees were hunted
up, a squad was sent in quest of the
misguided sergeant.
.It required the combined efforts of
six stalwart men to get the man back
into the cart They carried him for
nearly three blocks and In the struggle his clothing was almost torn from
his body.
Brother officers who served with
him through campaigns in the Philippines declared that was the first time
they had seen Sergeant Ward in such
a condition and It is their belief that
he had been drugged.
The police stated that no complaints were made to them by tne
soldiers of anybody being robbed.
"We would have looked into the
matter Immediately," said Assistant
Chief Kennedy, "had we been told
alout It. From what I have learned
within the last few minutes the man
don't know where it happened and
Don't let the hnhv nutfer tmm a. while I have an idea where it might
zema, sores or any Itching of the have occurred, still there is nothing
skin. Moan's Ointment gives instant tangible upon which to work."
cures quicKiy. fenecuy saie
DONE
HAVE YOUR TIN WORK
for children. All druggists sell it.
SUBJECT TO YOUR OWN APPROVAL AT THE NEW STAR TIN SHOP.
IN ORDER TO GET, TMiT
LOUIS F. STUECKEL, PROPRIETOR
THAT MONEY, SKILL AND EXPER- - 315
WEST COPPER AVENUE. AUTOAnd the New Minister Here itiNUfc caim PRODUCE, WHEN YOU
MATIC PHONE 648.
BUY TEAS. YOU ftWDIII rt Mlvc
O
Will Be Rev. Holliday.
.
YOUR SELECTION FROM CHASE &
The nrst annual ball of the Jolly
SANBORN'S PACKAGE TEAS. SOLD Haymakers' association will be given
Conference Notes.
ONLY BY A. J. MALOY.
at Colombo hall on Tuesday, October
30. Tickets $1, ladles free.
Most disfiguring skin eruptions,
o
pastor of the
Rev. J. M. Sollie.
scrofula, pimples, rashes, etc.. are due
Never can tell when you'll mash a
Highland Methodist church, has re- to
blood. Burdock Blood Bit
finger or suffer a cut, bruise, burn or
turned to the city after attending the tersImpure
a cleansing blood tonic. Makes scald. Be prepared. Dr. Thomas'
New Mexico Southern Methodist con- you Isclear-eyeEclectrlc Oil instantly relieves the
ference, which closed last Saturday
pain quickly cures he wound.
night at Alpine, Texas. He was accompanied to this city by Dr. W. F.
McMurray, secretary of the church
headquarters
at
work,
extension
Louisville, Ky. The latter gentleman
went south this morning to Las Cru-ce- s,
where he will transact gome perGrain, Groceries and Fresh
sonal matters today, and tomorrow
morning he will continue to Houston,
PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND 8TOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGETexas, to attend the German mission
TABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
conference of the same denomination.
501 North First Street.
Both Phones.
The conference at Alpine was presided over by Bishop H. C. Morrison,
and Just before the close of the conference Alamogordo was selected as TP
the town for the next annual conference.
The bishop made the following appointments:
El Paso district J. T. French, pre
siding elder, reappointed; Trinity, El
Paso, O. M. Gibson, reappointed;
East El Paso, V. P. Bond; Las Cru-ceT. - Lallance, formerly of E!
Paso; Demtng, W. E. FoulkB; Iords-burH. L. Adkins; Alamogordo, W.
J. Wright; Marfa. N. E. Bragg; Alpine, O. L. Brooks; Pecos. J. F. Hedg-beth- ;
Odessa, George Ward; Carls
bad, J. B. Cochran; Dayton and
wood, O. T. Rogers; Artesla, J. H.
Messer; llagerman and Dexter, J. W.
Ing; Roswell, J. W. Smith.
BULGARIAN
ART
ART CLOTH
CLOTH BULGARIAN
Albuquerque district B. T. James,
presiding elder; Albuquerque station,
2yat&M.wiifc4CT'rsaK?v
K. A. Holliday; Gallup, W. S. Huggett
formerly of El Paso; San Marclal, G.
H. Gibbon; Watrous, W.
OUT-FIB. Teer;
CENTER PIECE OUTFIT.
PILLOW EMBROIDERY
Cammeron, to be supplied; Tucumcarl
Each envelope contains one Kach envelope contains one
Ed Le Breton; Puerto circuit, W. W.
Z7x27-lncTinted Center Piece, Handsome Pillow Top tinted In
Turner; Melrose circuit, S. E. Wilson;
six Skeins Richardson's Grand
Texlco circuit, J. L. Southward; Ellda
colors, size 22x22 inches; one
Prize Grecian floss, one especcircuit, J. p. Wheeter; White Oaks,
back for pillow top, one diagram
ially written diagram lesson by
W. S. Roberts: Portales, J. M. Sollie;
lesson by an expert Japaneso
a Japanese expert.
Ti baud circuit, J. M. Ray.
embrobli rer, six Skeins RichTransferred C. T. Cummings to
ardson's Grand Prize Grecian
Texas conference;
W. A. Clark to
floss.
SUBJECTS
North Texas conference; V. 1). Wood
SUBJECTS
From which to choose: Daisy,
to West Texas conference.
From which to choose: Holly,
Wild Rose, Violet, Poppy, Jac
By reference to the aliove, it will
l'o py, Jack Rose, Carnation.
Rose anil Holly
Outbl "combe
that Rev. Sollie is not reViolet, Smoker ami i'aiiisetta
plete
turned to the Albuquerque church but
outfit complete
that his successor will be Rev. Holliday, formerly of Missouri. Rev. Sollie lias many warm friends in this
it y. not only among his flock but
outside of his church, and they will
join The Evening Citizen in wishing
him health, success and mose prosperous congregation at Portales. When
the new minister, Rev. Holliday arrives, he will find the right kind of
Grefellowship extended to hi mby the people of this city.

REV.
TWENTY-FIRS-

Chicago.
The convention assembles at Douglas on Wednesday morning, October
I he sessions will last for two
.
days. Attending the meetings will be
about 125 delegates who will represent Bisbee and Dtmglas branches of
the association. Las Vegas and Me- Buia Park, New Mexico, and El Paso,
Texas. Included in the number are
delegates from the following cities
where the association has not been
established: Albuquerque, Santa Fe,
Roswell, Phoenix, Prescolt,
Tucson
and Sonora, Mexico.
"The purpose of the conference."
says the Las Vegas Optic, whose
editor is president of the association,
id to strengthen
the existing asso
ciations and stimulate interest in unorganized fields.
"While Ihe, present
plans extend
only to the present year, it is expected that during the conference, a ter
ritorial
committee will be tlected,
and a permanent organisation effeoted.
looking forward to a similar gathering each year.
"The theme of the conference will
be; "The social nature, a natural
channel through which to influence
the development of the man spiritual.
Intellectual and physical.' "
I he speakers
include Internation
al Secretaries Goodman of New York,
McDIIl of Chicago,. Uruno Hobbs of
Denver, General Secretary Starrett of
Denver and the secretaries of the
local associations.
Free transportation has been grant
ed to all delegates by lsith the Santa
fe and LI Paso & Southwestern railroads, which generally
has alone
made possible such a large attend
ance.
Following Is a list of Vegas dele
gates: H. O. Brown. Ira E, Perry, W.
O. Ogle, W. .1. Barnes, Rav C. Opper,
Thos. A. Anderson, J. If! "York, C.
Newby, J. A. Stlrrat. D. S. Henderson and Earl A. Norton.

When the first section of the troop
train left the Albuquerque yards this
afternoon It carried away at least one
soldier boy whoso recollection of a
short stay In the Duke city will likely bo tinctured with regret.
Ho Is
Sergeant Ward, Company II, Twenty-firs- t
Infantry, U. S. A.
Sergeant Ward, according to the
statements of his veteran comrades,
Is shy $250, lost In the clapslc precincts of the local half world where,
according to reports, the gallant sergeant was playing fast and looso lu
a retreat the location of which he
had a very hazy recollection, as further particulars develop.
He left the train shortly after it
arrived in Albuquerque, with his pay
In his pocket.
He was a stranger
and a soldier unused to the ways of
civilians, perhaps. The inevitable

Exclusive Designs, Finest Workmanship, Durable Finishes, Beautiful Woods for BED ROOMS, DINING
ROOMS, PARLORS, HALLS, LIBRARIES and DENS
AT REASONABLE PRICES

Leon B.Stern.proprjetor
:sjbI

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
ALBUQUCKQUr, NEW MKXICO
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fo universally employed, loth on the- X X X X X X X X X
fnrm and In the factory, and this furnlshes work to nil those engaged In M TrnniTflDI A I TftPIPC ?I
trannportaiion. The great mass of the
1CIVI11UIIAL IUI IvJ
y
people are thoroughly satisfied witn 7
present, conditions, anil from tho
X X X x x x x x X- -X
a
mmWmmsm
standpoint the only object of
a camralgn is to see that this satisfac- MURDERER RESENTENCED
TO BE HANCEDj
tion of the people is registered t the
C. C. heigh, for the murder of Mrs.
ballot box
unworn, was rest i :'u i
To read betw-c- n th line It can be teniiie
Kingman, Arl,oa. last
l'n ,h?i ' P.?,Caln.
NW(.nes,lnv morning to be hnng on
.
"...
When
the 14th day of HecembiT
';"
V
.::
v
whh pasned upon bin, Leigh
genre L'nvli.ln
h
'
.N.(rCl'n J
h- i
courtroom. II.. appears to enre
could bo
mil that
,
boromeii of him
The
a
lull
president
on
from
vote,
but
the
.
.Senator Elkins. Formerly of down the cry goes up to get out the 14111 ,1 n p iwun ,i ...
in; i 't.-- ,'
. . .
I? i
,S.vw.
New Mexico. Thinks Roose- vole.
PRISONER IN
The speaker did not discuss condl- - OLDESTCOUNTRY
.4
A CONVICT
NOW
own
in
than
district,
tions
his
further
velt Will Again Have to
The territorial prlHon at Yuma, Arl-r
to fay he has no fear In submitting uinn
.
received a fi w ilavs nco us one
his record as a friend of labor to the of lis inmates H. H. Courtney, nn old,
voters of his district. ThoBe who whllo-halreman of H'2 years, con- have been with, the speaker claim victed in the Pinal county district
ACCEPT NOMINATION AS
rs'-aji'.hsaV'S
there will l.e no falling off In his ma ' ourt of murder nnd sentenced to ten
jority.
years.
.lames W. "Watson,
was night watchman
at
PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE theRepresentative
republican "whip" of tbe house, tbeCourtney
Ray mine near Kelvin and during
who has been accompanying Speaker an altercation
Max Elbert, the
Cannon on his campaign tour this fall, day watchman, with
Courtney tired a shot
fore-eas- t
opinion
expressed
the
the
that
killing Elbert instantly. He was found
Other Interesting Matters of Poof the result of the congressional guilty of
murder in the second deCajYnaifT ojrl
was
elections
by
Grosvenor
Gen.
made
gree and owing to his advanced age
litical Gossip Gathered at the
quite accurate. Mr. Watson has been he was
a sentence of but ten
given
keeping in touch with the situation in years, which means for him life Im
Capital of the Nation.
The nice little stone building in tbe foreground is the Ironton county
the various states and says that his es- prisonment
Burton of Kansas will aerva his term.
iail. In Ironton. Mo., where
timate corresponds with that of "Old
is tne oiaesi prisoner ever The sheriff s residence is in the background,
'
Figures,
representative
as
Cline,
Ohio
the
S.
By Sheldon
incarcerated in the territorial prison,
in sometimes called. As a matter of
Special Correspondence.
and Is probably the oldest man In the
Mr. Wat country to be convicted
Grosvenor
fact
Gen.
and
of so serious a
Washington, n. C, Oct. 23. The son compared notes
former crime as murder.
FUSE
DEMOCRATS
past week has furnished political de- prepared his table. before the
velopments which are regarded by the
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
seers in Washington as of largo sigIndiana Is All Right.
WITH REPUBLICANS
nificance. Chief among them U what
Albert W. Wlshard of Indianapolis, Take LAXATIVE BROMO Qulnln-many people accept as an organized Ind., solicitor of the bureau of Internal Tablets. Druggists refund money If
it falls to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
and determined attempt to force revenue, during Mr. Roosevelt's first signature
is on each box. 25c.
NOMINATED
A
Theodore Roosevelt to become the re- term, and United States district atSTRONG
IN SANTA FE COUNTY AND THEY AND
publican candidate for president in torney for his home district during THE LADIES CLUB
TICKET FOR COUNTY
GOT SOME REPRESENTAthe
TION, TOO.
OFFICES.
J908. Enthusiastic admirers of
President McKlnleys administration,
OF ESTANCIA ELECT OFFICERS
..president, of course, have insisted all was among the week's visitors. He
Ladles'
Estancla
The
club
of
; Along that it must be Roosevelt or
managed several of the campaigns of ganlzed
The republican county convention
Saturday night, at hanta re,
Friday afternoon at the
of Guadalupe was held Thursday at
but when such old republican Mr. Fairbanks In years gone by, and home of last
Mrs. Averlll, preparatory to the democrats and republicans of
Grosheel horses as Oen. Charles H.
knows politics in Indiana like a book.
regular meetings during the!ta Fe county met and nominated a Santa Rosa, the county seat. The
venor or Ohio, and Senator Steven B.
"Next month Indiana will give a re winter, says the News. The monthly legislative and county ticket against following candidates were nominated:
Virginia
join
the publican majority of between 40,tw0 meetings
For member of the council from the
takiss of Wtst
be held on the first the regular republican ticket of that Fifth
enouting. it is time to sit up and take and 60,000," said Mr. Wlshard. "Gov. Tuesday ofwill
district, which Is composed of
month. The follow- - county named a few weeks ago. No
each
.notice.
nanky has made the best evecutlve Ing officers were chosen: President, one man bobbed up to "boss" the the counties of San Miguel, Quay and
among
of the state that I have known and Mrs. A. H. Garnett; Vice President, democrats of tlint county, and In the Guadalupe, Manuel C. de Baca; for
Gen. Orosvenor was first
republicans to declare him- I have been watching politics in tne Mrs. Johnson
Pence; Secretary, Mrs. list of candidates that parly Is well member of the house of representayears.
self. It is true he did not mention state for the past twenty-fiv- e
A. Spreckmann;
The complete ticket tives, Nasario Gallegos; for sheriff,
Treasurer, Mrs. represented.
names, but he argued in an abstract He is absolutely honest and fearless Harry Averlll. The next
Martin Serrano; treasurer and
meeting will named is ai fallows:
way that no man had a right, after and U very popular everywhere. e held on the afternoon of election
collector, Jose Y. Armljo; astne council, sixth district k.
ror
once being elevated to the presidency, If it were not for the constitutional day. Probably some of the ladles A. Micra. republican, of Sandoval sessor, Macabo Ronio; for probate
or
provision that a governor shall not bought that their husbands would county. .
to decline to serve a second term,
clerk, Placldo Baca y Baca; for Judge
he stand watching on election day and
j third, or as many terms as his
serve two terms in succession
of the probate court, Manuel GonzalFor the house, Santa
demanded of him. He would easily be renominated and re desired to be down town.
es y Armljo; for superintendent of
E. C. Abbott, republican.
meant Roosevelt, of course. The shoe elected two years hence. As it is, we
county O. schools, Fidel Gallegos; delegates to
bouse,
Santa
For
Fe
the
'
,flt no other man of the present day, must look elsewhere for our next
the constitutional convention, Celso
C. Watson, democrat.
Blood Poisonlna
.and there has been no other man since
A. J. Ortiz, republican, Baca and P. D. Morse; commissioner
constlpnMon.
sheriff
For
chronic
results
from
.Washington who could have worn It.
This time we elect a secretary of which is quickly cured by Dr. King's
For probate Judge To lie filled by first district, Benito Delgado; comThe Hon. "Steve" Elkins is a much state, treasurer, auditor, school com New Life Pills. They remove all committee.
missioner second district, John Chap(blunter man than is Grosvenor, and he missioner, and members of the su poisonous germs from the system and
Kor probate clerk Marcus Costillo man; for surveyor, Lorenzo R. La- made no attempt to beat about the preme and appellate courts. The fact
uale- new life and vigor; cure aour republican.
.Lush. "The People of West Virginia," that the last auditor was tried for mal- infuse
a wen auenueu,
" ou.ivtuuon
treasurer-- M.
Delgado, demo- For
nausea,
headache,
stomach,
dizziness
every precinct in the county being
.be declared, "favor the nomination of feasance, convicted and is now serving and colic, without griping or dlscom- - crut.
.President Roosevelt for a third term, his term in the penitentiary, removed fort. 25c. Guaranteed by all drug- uanes t . t.asey, ror assessor
i and if the call of the people all over
all blame from the state administra- ptBta
(lay ' the convention a republican
democrat.
strong,
Mr. tion on that score. Tbe campaign Is
..,
the country is equally
m
..,v.i,iiA
rj
ror kciiuoi nupei lnienuem jnsu
should bow to It and re- - without great Issues, and the repub. Itoosevelt
col""t house at which speeches were
Segura. democrat.
FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE
ago
years
nuance his decision of two
licans get their strength largely from
made by Mrs. P. D. Morse. Nasario
the weakness of the democrats, who Department of the Interior, Land Of- - ino Garcia, democrat, and A.
r.ot to run again."
for representa- Ken-- , Gallegos, candidate
L
is very true, of course, that Mr. are in a bad way. They have neither
nve and Mariano r. iirragoite, 01
ill
iice at ouu.tt re, . ai., dcjii,
tlall of Cerrlllos, republican.
uim-.se! Eikins Is a candidate to succeed
definite principles nor leaders.
1906.
house was
For Biirveyor-Jo- hn
H. W. Walker, Santa Fe. The court
In the United States senate, and
crowded, there being about 400 men
democrat.
hereby
given
William
Is
that
Notice
,n attendance and about forty ladles.
Hearst's Defeat Predicted.
that it will not hurt him any to boom
For the constitutional convention
Wmle Washington, as a matter of O. Tight of Albuquerque, N. M., has Democrats: N. B. Laughlln nnd J. P.
.Roosevelt for the presidency, but it is
The chances for republican success
ulmake
: not necessary
course is interested in the political filed notice of his intention to
that we look for an
Victory; republicans,
A. Hughes ' 'n Guadalupe county in this campaign
support
of
proof
in
terior motive in the utterance of contests in all the states, no other final commutation
are of trie best. The speech made by
every public man. Mr. Elkins did not struggle is of such absorbing moment his claim, viz: Homestead Entry No. and J. A. Lacombe.
Mr. Larragoite, which consumed about
2,
;
9112
April
NE
1906,
for the
made
'.content himself wit a a mere declara-- as the New York gubernatorial con
one and a half hours, was on the ben10
N.
23,
T.p.
Section
tJoa that West Virginia looked with test. Every visitor, who can throw
HEAVY PINION CROP
efits to be conferred upon the people
favor upon Mr. Roosevelt. "The call any lignt on the Now York situation Range 3 E, and that said proof will
by the adoption of the Hamilton Joint
Clerk,
republic
at
be made before the Probate
should be Is given an eager hearing. J. J.
of the people of a
statehood law and the creation of the
stronger than the will of any man,"
a well known New York man- Albuquerque, N. M., on November 6,
Joint state of Arizona. Mr. Larrago-ite'- s
crop
pinon
nut
The
Is
heaviest
the
.ka continued. "Mr. Roosevelt has ufacturer, who was here this week. 1906.
speech was enthusiastically apterritory that has plauded
.made a great president. He is strong- added his prediction to the many al
He names the following witnesses to in all parts of theyears.
and the statehood sentiment
been
are
known
for
These
upon.
prove
er than his party in West Virginia ready recorded that Mr. Hearst will
bis continuous residence
de- - in that section was aided greatly by
sweetest,
probably
most
the
and
throughout
country,
the
.and
and there be defeated, and that his defeat will and cultivation of, the land, viz:
his eloquence and the many beneficial
M P Anirell n" R. Hodirln
Charles lettable nuts of any of the wild nuts points he dwelt upon In bis address.
can be no doubt of the demand that be brought about by democratic votes
in
known
The
States.
United
the
magistrate
Albu
Jbe continue as chief
of the for Hughes.
Etne, Mrs. John Brown, all of
trees ao not pear every year
' P"10"
nation four years more. It Mr. Hearst Discussing the situation in New querque, N. 1L.
How's ThisT
mvu a guuu tiuy is raiucr laic,
bould win in New York, Mr. Roose York City, Mr. McCloskey said: "The
MANUEL K. OTERO
We offer One Ilundrort Dollars Reward
The
Indians
New
natives
and
of
Register.
velt would be absolutely forced to vote against Hearst !clow Fourteenth
for any case of Catarrh that cannot be
Mexico will gather enough this year cured by Hall's C'atnrrh Cure. F. J.
q
run."
street is going to be something
& CO.. Toledo. Ohio.
CHENEY
to
do
for
or
seasons.
two
three
Cured.
Headahe
Sick
opin
Senator Elkins expressed the
and it will be cast by men who
the undersigned, have known F.
The older Mexicans have a super J. We,
Sick headache is caused by de- ion, however, that Mr. Hearst would have heretofore always supported the
Cheney for the lust 15 years, and
him perfectly honorable In all
not win In New York, insisting that democratic ticket. I am not speaking rangement of the stomach and by In slltlon, it is said, that a full pinon believe
transactions and financially able
Stomach crop will be followed by a deadly business
Chamberlain's
farmers and laboring men general- as a politician but ss a business man digestion.
carry
to
out any obllRiitiona made by bis
epidemic that winter. Since Hrm.
ly were not with the independent-deWaldlng. Kinnan & Marvin,
and observer of current events. In and Liver Tablets correct these dis small pox
pox
by
stamped
small
out
DrugKists. Toledo, O.
has
been
By
taking
Wholesale
cure.
ocratic, cadidate. Switching from New my manufacturing
!ant there are em' orders and effect a
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is tnken Internally,
York to national prophesy, Mr. El' ployed at least 4."J voters, and I these tablets as soon as the first in- more scientific treatment they shift actingupon
directly
the blood and mukins declared: "I don't think it a fore haven't heard of any intention on the dication of the disease appears the the belief that It portends typhoid cous surfaces of the system. Testimonials
sent free. Price 75c. per bottle. Sold by
gone conclusion that Mr. Bryan will part of any of them to support Hearst. attack may be warded off. Get a free fever or other disaster.
all DruKKists.
be the democratic nominee for presi- Doubtless he will git some among sample and try them. For sale by an
Take Hall s family Fills for constlpa
A Citizen Want ad does tie work tion.
dent. His speech on government own them, but no evidences of Hearst en druggists.
worship has hurt him a lot, and wnen thusiasm are manifest. The odds are
.democrats have had time to think it two and a half to one against him at
.over it is my guess that they will present, and they are upt to be larger
begin to look around for another can- on election day."
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Have b:en appointed exclusive agents in the Southwest for Jos. 8
Schlitz, Wm. Lemp and St Logls A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone!
Green River, W. H. MeBrsyer's Cedar Brook, Louls Hunter, T.J Men.
arch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
Tiut sell the straight article as received by us from the best
T'luerles
Distilleries and Breweries In the United Slates. Call and inspect
our
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List
'
issued to dealers onlv.

,,,.,.. l

'

Chas. Mellnl, Svxretary
O. Bachechl, Treaaurer.

Consolidated Liquor Company
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.T. D. Eakln, president
O. Oloml, Vice President.
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Gf nt ral Building Supplies

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and Marqucttt

Albuquerque
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Machine Works

. MALL, RropH0tor
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
'

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing;

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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Contractor and Builder
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0C0000
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That Albuquerque is Blessed With Gas

ter-riffl- c,

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT BY INSTALLING A
GAS HEATER AND RANGE. COME PAY US A VISIT.
WE WILL BE DELIGHTED TO SEE YOU AND WILL
CHEERFULLY SHOW YOU OUR COMPLETE LINE
OF GAS HEATERS AND RANGES. ALL SIZES, ALL
KINDS. WE HAVE JUST THE ONE TO SUIT YOU.

1

-

didate."
In answer to a query as to what effect the election of Mr. Hughes as governor of New York would have on the
republican presidential situation. Mr.
1 3 kins said: "The
election of Mr.
Hughes as the next governor of New
York will not necessarily make him a
candidate for the presidency. He has
not been at the bellows long enough
yet to aspire to Jump so high In so
.short a time."

Cortelyou to Take Treasury.
Now that it has been settled that
Postmaster General Cortelyou Is to
sacceed Leslie M. Shaw as secretary
of the treasury, the question of Mr,
Oortelyou's resignation from the chair
manship of the republican national
committee has become a live Issue. A
great many people were scandalized
Jhat, under Mr. Roosevelt's administration, any member of the cabinet
should occupy toe committee chair
jnanshlp, but there was recent prece
dent for the postmaster general hold
ing on to the place. Postmaster General Payne was vice chairman of the
committee during his incumbency, and
was acting chairman after the death
"f Sviiator Hanna. With the secretary
if the treasury it is a different matter. CuleKg Mr. Cortelyou gives up
'ho chairmanship by the time 'ue takes
Mr. Shaw's place a storm of criticism
will .sweep down upon his devoted
The s'.ory was current months ago
bat Mr. Cortelyou was to retire from
.hi- committee chairmanship and that
i.u y New, of Indiana, had been
to Kurceed him. For some reason litre wag a slip, and it is not
known now whether Mr. New would
!! in fc'nould Mr. Cortelyou step out
Jttrtag the coming winter. There has
he
a good deal of talk lately that
ilnier Dover, secretary of the
might be elevated to the chairmanship.
Mr. Cortelyou's successor,
f course, will serve only until the
in.- 'ing of tho next republican mitio.i-n- l
1 .invention.
-

1

com-i.llte-

All Leaders Want Bin Vote.

the familiar t.ymi 0111s of ni
in pontics is the expression
of alarm ly tho party in power 'that
'over ' nPdcrre may bring uUiut party
t'.ixjhvr in election day. Tbe alarm
O110 of
urn
year

lived on nil dule time llils year and
i
as
g.vesi t.ie otikiul endorfce-u.en- t
of President Roosevelt and other
:
!!'!'. Ut party
j
' lliirle Joe" Cannon was
'own
". LV.
tek and voiced tbe univui.-a- l an-- l
hesion. Said tbe speaker of too
J uc; "I Lave, uevtr fcct-- ti;e people

Wounds, Bruise

and Burns.
dressing
te wounds, bruises, burns and like in
Juries before Inflammation sets in.
they may be healed without niatura
uon and in about
the time
required by the old treatment. This
Is the greatest discovery and triumph
or modem
surgery.
Chamberlalna
Pain Balm acts on this same princi
ple. It is an antiseptic and when ap
plied to such Injuries, causes them to
heal very quickly. It also allays the
pain and soreness and prevents any
danger of blood poisoning. Keep a
Dottle of Pain Balm in your home
and it will save you time and money
not to mention the Inconvenience and
suffering such injuries
entail. For
sale by all drugs!!.
By applying an antiseptic

one-thir-

fmm

UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WE8T
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAM
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
My merchant tailoring shoo la up
No. 20 West Railroad ave
nue, where I solicit tbe patronage or
the public. All work guaranteed first- class, as I have had fifteen years' ex
perience In the business. Suits made

i,-!'.f-i

'A'?,'e
r-:':-

mm?;-;.-

:J

.

O. BAMBINI.

Mother at 70.
mother has suddenly been
made young at 70. Twenty years of
intense suffering from dyspepsia had
entirely
disabled
her. until six
months ago, when she began taking
Electric Bitters which have completely cured
her and restored the
strength and activity she had in the
prime of life," writes Mrs. W. L
of Danforth, Me
Greatest
restorative medicine on the globe.
y Sets
stomach, liver and kidneys
right, purifies th blood and cures
malaria, biliousness and weaknesses.
Wonderful nerve tonic. Price Foe
Guaranteed by all druggists.
A Young
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ConstI11alU.il causes headache, i.in-sedi.z.neHs, languor, heart palpitaken,
tion. Irastic physics r.ripe.
weaken the howeU nud don't cure
.
Doan's
ts act gently uu cure
a,

i

I

2i

cents.

'AnK

There are two classes ot remedies: those of known quality and which are permanently beneficial in effect, acting
gently, in harmony with nature, when n ature needs assistance ; and another class, composed of preparations of
unknown, uncertain and inferior character, acting tempo- rarily, but injuriously, as a result of forcingthe natural
functions unnecessarily. One or the most exceptional of
the remediesof known quality aiuk va Hence is the ever
pleasant Syrup of l:i
maniifaaureJ t'V the California
Fig Syrup Co., which represents the acJve principles of
plants, known to act most beneficially, in a plcv.itiit syrup,
in which the wholesome Californian tlue lisaie uv .l to contribute their rich, yet delicate, fruity flavor. It istiv n
of all remedies to sweeten and refresh and cleanse tl e svsum
gently and naturally, and to assist one in oercomin constipation and the many ills resulting therefrom. Us active princi- rrpii,rnlln.t .lttiltti nra nnvi.n trk rli7ci.-i:inr.ivl fl.
nle
remedy has therefore met with their approval, as w ell asw ith

: Fay wool!
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PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.

RELIEVES PAIN.
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CURES RHEUMATISM.'.
CURES :dney AILMENTS.
1

Springs

CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.
ACCOMMODATIONS
CLAS3.
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St. lVlichaers College
CIIKISTIAX 1JROTIIKKS

FORTY-EIGHT-

-
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NEW MEXICO I

YEAR

BEGINS SEPT. 3rd, J906

BRO. E. LEWIS. PRESIDENT

(
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SANTA FE.

itianuiacturej ry me uaiuornia fig syrup 10., ana in oruer
to buy the cenuine article and to pet its beneficial effects.
i "IU las only to note, when purchasing, the full name of 1
the Company California Fig Syrup Co. plainly printed on the JB
fr"Mt f every package.
Price, 50c per bottle. One size only. MW
in

FIRST

See Santa Fe Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty day.

I New Mexico

that it is a
i ...:n
1
in turc

Genuine Syrup of Figs

.'

'.'"v;;i'

.
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FAYWOOD,

tne ravor of many millions of well informed persons who know

most excellent laxative remedy. We do not
claim that
.
....
an inaiiiicr 01 ius.dui recommenuj u lor w run...it reany
represents, a laxative remedy of known quality and excellence,
containing nothing of an objectionable or injurious character.
There are two classes of Purchasers: those who are informed
Jf:r as to the
cm.ilitv of what thev buv and the reasonsfor the excellence
of articles of exceptional merit, and who do not lack courage to go
elsewhere when a dealer offers an imitation of any well known
article; but, unfortunately, there are some people who do not know,
and who allow themselves to be imposed upon. They cannot expect
its beneficial effects if they do not ge the genuine remedy.
To the credit of the druggists of the United States be it said
that nearly all of them value their reputation for professional
integrity anj tne good will of their customers too highly to oner
imitations of the
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UP THE 8Y8TEM.

BUILDS

L-

to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
repaired. The specific I use will not
injure the cloth. Ladies' garment
also cleaned and walking skirts made
to order. Give me a trial.

constipatlou.
druggist.

OK000
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stairs over
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MERCHANT0 TAILORING
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The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Go
CORN en 4th A NO QOLO

AXATIVE of

d

0

1

TUESDAY, OCTOBER

23,

ALBUQUERQUE

1906.

$26.00

GREAT ARE

STOP! LISTEN!

CASH

snyH

ii
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STRIKE

I

Grand Master Hawlcy Says
That Shippers by Railroad Need Not Fear.

the positions.
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SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING 13 THE ONLY"
TiME TO BUY , BUGGY. THAT NOTION IS COSTING THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

Albuquerque Carriage Company
Cornir rirtt Strttt and TUra Avenue

CC0OCCCCCCOCCCC

(Equipped with Smokeless Device)

VISITJit 2OUR
NEW STORE
NORTH SECOND STREET

fitted

too high or too low. Gives no smoke or tmell because
with unique smokeless device. Can be carried about,
which cannot be done with an ordinary stove. The
Perfection Oil Heater is superior to all other oil
heaters and is an ornament to any home. Made in
two finishes nickel and j.ipan. Brass oil fount beautifully embossed. Holds tour quarts of oil and burns
nine hours. Every heater warranted. If not tt your
dealer's write nearest agency for descriptive circular.

1

ft

WE HAVE THREE FLOORS COVERED
WITH
8TYLES ON THE MARKET OF

ruI&xyb Lamp
f!5aKM
lamp. Made of brass throughout

Lap Robes
Horse Blankets

and nickel plated. Equipped with latest improved
burner. Every lamp warranted. An ornament,to any
parlor or bedroom whether library, dining-rooroom. Write to nearest agency if not at your dealer's.
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ALBUQUERQUE, MEW MEXICO
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Fiscal Agents, P. O. Box 792, Tonopan,
Nevada.
We consider but the interest of the:
subscribers, who may be undecided
how to Invest in Nevada gold mines,
when, without Insinuating ought in)
detraction of other companies, we be- stow our unreserved endorsement up- Mining
on the Pittsburg-Manhattacompany's proposition. In view of
the foregoing, we feel It a duty to
advise our readers who desire an in-- 1
terest In one of the best Nevada niln- ing companies to lose no time In se- curing some of these shares, which of-- )
fer the very best security for the least
money that ever came under the pur- view of this paper.

j

ANA COUNTY

DONA

REPUBLICANS

TICKET

CONVENTION
AT
HELD IN LAS CRUCES LAST
SATURDAY.

NOMINATED

WE FILL
COLLEGE

DEFEATED
EL PASO

IN A

PRESCRIPTIONS

FAST GAME OF FOOT BALL
AT MESILLA PARK SUNDAY AFTERNOON.

Lu-cer- o,

sale
brok-

AND

Notice is hereby given that Juan
Pablo Montano of Hagan, N. M., has
filed notice of 'nis intention to make
r
final
proof in support of
his claim, viz: Homestead Entry No.
C312, made April 22, 1901. for the NW
Section 4. Lots 3 and 4,
SW
Section 5, Lots 1 and 5, Section 8, and
3,
Section 9, Twp. 12 N,
Lot
Range 6 E, and l "at said proof will be
made before the Probate Clerk at Bernalillo, N. M., on November 5. 1906.
He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon,
'and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Nestor Gonzales of Hagan, N. M.;
Jacolio Gutierrez of Ias Placitas, N.
M.; Jose F. Gutierrez of Las Placitas,
n. M.; Andres Armijo of Las Placitas,

CURE

WITH

Dr. King's

Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

KREAM
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M.

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Bat.
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liqner
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
and Cigars. Place your order taw
NOTART PUBLIC.
this line with us
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
NORTH THIRD STRXn
Automatic Telephone. 174.

M,

A. E. WALKER,
riRE
INSURANCE.

DRAG01E

'

Secretary Mutual Building Aaao:
tlon. Office at . 217 West Rallfv.
venue.
If you want results m advertising
try an Evening Citizen want ad.

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, am'
All Klnda of Fresh Meat.
tOO North Broadway, corner of Wa
lngton avenue, Albuquerque. N. H

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL BSTAT&
LOANS.

k i
wgP. I

What

L. H. SHOEMAKER:
General Repair Shop.
Furniture packed and crated; gaso
line and gas stove repaired.
Next to Walton's drug, store. Sootr
Third street.

take
of

same amount

Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armijo Bulldls.

0. W. Strong's Sons

throughout by the

8TRONQ BLOCX..

of coal
ordinarily burned by one
stove.

nt

First St.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

systems warm the house

IUI 111.

Register.

ft Mauser.

Office, 115 North

A. SLEYSTER

tiureat and UuicJteat Cur for U
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONET BACK.

Olnt-mr-

MAUGER
VJOOL
with Raaoe

W. E.

WATER or STEAM

Pr. William' Indian PII
jOintnientwill cure Ullnd,
Bietitliiir aud lutitns
iPlie. IikbsoriMtbetumora.
tha
Iyapoultice.
a
Kvea Irmtant re
lict. Dr. VVUItums' Indian Pile
I" Drcnared (or I'l les and Uh- tlnff of the private parts. Krery box la
' warrnntetl.
Hy drtiL'trtstfl, by mail on re- erlpt r( nricr. 60 cent and SI.IM. WILLIIMS
AtUf ACTURINe CO.. irup. ;i.velanu. tunc
FOR SALE BY S. VANN & SON.

R. OTERO.

and Salt Maata.
Steam 8ausago Factory.
EMIL KLEINWORT.
Masonlo Building, North Third Street;

TOTI X ORAO I.

Nor Discovery
Pries
$1.00
forC ant 600Fret Trial.

I

Meat Market

315 South Second Street.
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
Ono Block From Depot and Two
Blocks From Poatofflce.
P. ZITO, Proprietor.

several fires. And how
strange that people do
so, when modern HOT

OLDS

OF

All Klnda of Fresh

Rooming House

a.

AVE-

BANK

THIRD STREET

IN

The New York Saloon and

care

;

MANUEL

BAR

CONNECTION.
No. 209 South First Street.
Opposite 8anta Fe Depot.
MRS. D. ARIAS, Proprietor.

to

0NSUMPTI0N
0UGHS

N. M.

AT ALL HOURS

LUNGS

five-yea-

4

MEALS

RAILROAD

NUE NEXT TO
COMMERCE.

Lodging House

weary

COUCH
KILL theTHsT

190G.

'203 WEST

White House Restaurant and

Special Correspondence.
.Mesilla - Park, N. M.. October 20.
The first foot ball game In the Agricultural College season was played
today with the El Paso Athletics.
The college won by a score of 6 to 0.
The college played good ball considering that iost .of the team were playing their first match game. The principal fault on the college side seemed
to he the lack of team work, but
Coach Miller will undoubtedly bring
this up to standard now that the new
men have been broken In.
On the El Paso team were three of
the college squad of last year and
these men made the nucleus of the
El Paso team. The El Paso team
played good ball and a return game
will soon be tinder way.
The spectators expressed themselves better pleased with the game
under the new rules. The players
and Coach Miller are finding It difficult
to make teams compare with work
that was done last year. Time and
time again today the college would
lose the ball on third touch clown
with but three cr four yards to make.
Last year the team would easily have
retained the ball long enough to have
made a touch down or two more. Ten
yards to gain Is nearly three times
as hard to make than the old five yard
distance. El Paso used the forward
pass nicely but fumbling the cntch
cost the game made by It.

The republican convention which
was held at Las Cruces Saturday
night last was the largest and most
enthusiastic In the history of Dona
Ana county. The following strong
ticket was nominated: Jose It.
sheriff; Oscar H. Iohman, treasurer and
collector; Isldoro
Armijo, probate clerk; Ramon De La
O, probate Judge; R. Nletzman, county
commissioner, first district; Samuel
(5eck, county commissioner, second
district; R. E. McBrlde, Jose Gonzales
Ij. F. Elliott for members of constitutional convention; for superintendent
of public schools, George Z. Lynch;
for assessor, Charles E. Miller, surveyor, C. L. Post.
H. B. Holt was nominated for representative from the sixteenth repreOVERCOATS.
sentative district, composed of the
Unredeemed overcoats for
counties of Dona Ana and Luna.
cheap at Rosenfield's, the pawn
er the man you can trust.
NOTICE FOrt PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 22,

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

AtliLETiCS

UNDERTAKERS

IDEAL Boll
and
AMERICAN Raaiatore.

Superintendents
Falrrlaw
Santa Barbara Cemeterlei

STANDARD

PLUMBING
AND HEATING CO.

MONUMENT!
191-21-

1

N. Second St.. Bota

Paeaa.

ftftHtt

COME

TO BELEN. N. M.

Future Railroad Metropolis
Located on Belen

Cut-of-

f

of New Mexico

of Santa Fe Railway

The Bclcn Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and

Im-

Pus.

WM. M. BERBER.

A Railway

Center

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS,
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
MAIL AND

ALL

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO BAND OR
MODERN
GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASHOTEL AND A GOOD,

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
PURCHASE
WARRANTY DEEDS.
ONE-THIR-

MONEY CASH.

TWO-THIRD-

S

D

MAY REMAIN

ON

NOTE. WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR, WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS,

provement Co.
JOHN BECKER,

9,mceKc
omm9com9ee
S,

ft

...

J. KORBER & CO.,
0000000000000000000
I

OIL COMPANY

CONTINENTAL

LATEST

THE

Carriages, Buggies,
Roundabouts, Etc,
Harness & Saddles,

n
it

Prices.

1

It will heat a room i.i ro time and will keep it warm and coty. Operated as easily at lamp and perfectly tafe. Wick cannot be turned

,

300-mll- e

0
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at Reduced
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"Oil

tno West, in Trade Journal.

wonderful, mineral resources here disHarvey played and glad to reflect that the surThe plans for the new
plus locked tip for them in safety
house at Williams have been com- vaults gives them the means of placpleted. It Is probable that the work ing money where, with the exercise of
will commence upon this at au early intelligent Judgment, the greatest prof
date. In the meantime the plans for its from mining can be made.
the house at Needles Is receiving
The great mining prosperity of the
consideration and the details are be-i- past
years has demonstrated
completed for the magnificent many two
things for Nevada. There has
hiillrtine which will be built at the been a notable Increase In the prolatter town.
duction of gold, a great revival In
. .
mining, values have been proved
Arthur O. Wild Is acting trainmas- silver
greater with deep mining, thus
ter at Needles. O. Meadows returned still
the mistaken idea that Neto San Bernardino the other day, Mr. removing
vada
"do not go down."
mines
Needles.
succeeding
at
him
Wild
Is producing millions
today
Tonopah
su
acting
Is
still
Trainmaster Tuttle
gold and silver Hnd a city of several
perintendent at Needles (luting the in
thousand Inhabitants has sprung up
absence of John Denalr.
as ir by magic where a few years ago
tnere was but a desert waste. Pros
H. S. Wall, the new master me
chanic for the Santa Fe, Is in charge pectors with all their worldly goods
set out In every di
at' the Needles shops, and W. A. packed on burros
George, former master mechanic, is rection from Tonopah and the discov
at Winslow looking after the duties ering at Goldfleld astonished the world
nnd resulted in the extension of the
of n like position there
Tonopah railroad south to the mines.
.
Next the Kawick and Bullfrog mines
1"
,1
were discovered and now Manhattan
Is setting the whole country aflame
of the organization in Chicago, but
i',,,!...,
at with gold discoveries. From time to
already entered on h.s
they say that strike talk was prema-- 1 Gallup.
time during the past three months the
ture for the reason that the men
editor of .the Western Trade Journal
could not be called out until the
has had occasion to speak in favoramembers of the various lodges had
DEMOCRATS
ble terms of several Nevada compa-- !
gone en record through the medium TAOS
nies. We have not hesitated to rec- of a referendum votp.
ommend the stock to our readers as
m
m
our investigations of these enterprises
TRAIN SICKNESS GROWING
have been such as to convince us that
AMONG MEN AND WOMEN
as legitimate and promising mining
nothing more secure are
Female Medical Attendants Placed on NOMINATED FULL COUNTY TICK- enterprises
on the market, it Is therefore a satEnglish Express Trains.
ETMEMBERS OF LEGISLATisfaction to be able to add one more
BODY
IVE
APPROVED
Traiii sickness is becoming more
promising Nevada company to our list
prevalent, says a London newspaper.
DELEGATES TO CONof reliable companies. In this connecVENTION.
Whereas ten years ago only one travtion we refer to the Pittsburg-Man-hattaeler out of every 100 ever became
Mining company, whose proptrain sick, now Ave times as many
The democratic convention of Taos erties consist of five claims, located in
succumb. The cause among women county for the nomination of a county
Manhattan mining district,
the
is an increased tendency to eat hastticket was held in Taos, the county Nye fatuous
county, Nevada. Developments
ily at stations, reading
small type seat, cm the 18th day of October, 1!WK, are
being made as rapidly as possible.
while the train is in motion, and with Chairman A. Scheurlch, of the coun1lred eyes gazing at the passing land- ty central committee, called the con- The company Is driving a tunnel at
scape. Too much smoking is the vention to order and Juan Francisco the present time on the Money Power
cause anions i.wu. A long distance Montoya of Taos was elected tempo- claim and expects to tap two highly
veins within s short time,
train scarcely leaves London without rary chairman and O. Martinez of mineralized
at several .laces on the
causing sickness to Borne one before Arroyo Hondo, temporary secretary. that outcrop carry
surface and
values in gold and
it stops.
All precincts were represented.
silver. The company is incorporated
This fact has induced one company
Juan Francisco Montoya of Taos under the laws of Nevada, with a
to place a woman medical attendant was elected permanent chairman and broad
and ample charter. Capitalized
on its fastest train and the plan may Onesimo Martinez of Arroyo Hondo for $1,000,000,
shares $1 each, fully
be extended. The woman travels on permenanet secretary.
The follow- paid and
hunthe Great Western express from Lon- ing nomination were then made: dred thousand shares haveFour
been set
don to Penzance. Her duties are exCommissioner, first district, Aloya aside as a treasury fund for the sole
clusively to take care of the sick. Scheurieh of Taos; second district, use and benefit of the company In the
Occupying a compartment In one end Ssmael Gallegos, of Castllla; probate development
operation of its propof the train, she must be ready judge, Nomacio Mondragon of Ran- erties and forand
other uses as are
throughout the
Journey to ches; probate clerk, Enrique Gon- needed by the Buch
company. You can obto any passenger. She zales, of Taos; sheriff, Manuel O. Tru" tain these shares now at 10
administer
cents per
must be quick in emergencies and as jillo, of Ranchos; treasurer and
share, cash or installments. You don't
resourceful as a Red Cross nurse.
collector, Jose Manuel Santls- - have to be rich in oxder to become a
Most of her remedies are simple. tevan of Taos; assessor, Escolastlco shareholder in this splendid company.
For train sickness they are:
Mild Martinez, of Arroyo Seco;
superin- If you are not In a position to pay
case, strong dose of salts applied to tendent of school, Juan N. Vigil of cash,
the company will accept a small
patient's nostrils;
case, Talpa; surveyor, J. M. Phipps of Red payment
medium
down with the order, the redrinking of large quantities of soda river.
mainder
in five monthly installments.
water; severe case, laying the pa
The following nominations for the
This company has been the subject
tient flat on the back on the car legislative council from the district of painstaking investigation on the
floor.
were approved and endorsed: Henry part of the Western Trade Journal and
"It is all because travelers are be J. Young of Cerro; the following nom- a spirit of fairness impels this statecoming more delicate," said a railway inations for member of the house of ment, that the most searching examofficial. "And no wonder. It is ap- representatives fro mthe district was ination convinces us that the company
palling to see the kind of food a endorsed and approved:
Gregorio offers the best form of Investment in
woman eats when she Is traveling. It Grlego of Pensaco. Delegates to the Nevada mining stock within our knowIs not only that she eats hastily in constitutional
Poifirlo ledge. For particulars not made plain
convention:
fear that she will miss her train if Abren of Pensaco; J. U. Lusk. Taos; by this free and unsolicited editcrial,
she is at a station or that she will Louis Ortiz, Questa.
addrtss Mackay, Munroe & Company,
miss her station if she is in the dining car, but Bhe eats too much indigestible pastry. There is no doubt,
too, that reading in trains is more
common than ever before. The average person reading In a train soon
"becomes dizzy.
Looking out of the
window only aggravates matters. The ft
consequence is a headache and train
sickness. Again, to some men a journey means a long smoke. The shut
themselves up in a stuffy little room
and besides their own smoke inhale
the smoke of other men. Su we have
us many sick men to take care of as
hick women."
EEL EN IS 31 MILKS SOUTH OF ALBUQUEH-Qt'N. M.. AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN
MUTE EVIOENCE OF
LEADING
LINK OF THE SANTA FB SYSTEM
TERRIFIC FORCE
The boiler of engine No. 73 has
EAST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS
hern viewed, as it rested on a flat car
CITY. GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
in tke yards, by a large number of ft
LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE
FRANCISCO.
people, says the Alamogyrdo AdverEASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
tiser. It is said to have been found
PASO AND TEXAS.
after the explosion about fifty yards ft
from the engine fram. where it had
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x
been thrown and rolled. The throttle
140 FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
fallows where it was left by the dead
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE.
engineer, it being evident that it had
BEAUTIFUL I ARE AND TUBLIC PARK
WITH
not been shifted a particle after the H
PUBLIC
OLD SHADE TREES;
AND
GRAND
explosion. The crown sheet is bent
SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING IIG.OOO; CHURCHES;
and twisted and was evidently in a H
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1.500
COMMERCIAL
plastic condition at the time. The
conjecture seems to be that the water
PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE
gauge failed to sho
properly and ft
THE BELEN PATENT ROLLER
lhat lack of water wis the trouble.
MILL. CAPACITY ir,0 BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS. ETO.
ft
STRIKING CLERKS
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
ARE STANDING PAT ft
WOOL. FIjOUII. WHEAT, WINE, BEANS AND HAY
El Paso Situation Is Unchanged but ft
IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS IMPORTANCE
Reports From Other Points InAS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
ft
dicate Gcod P regrets.
Tiii" NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.
The strike situation htiuids, speakH
ing from a local htan !poi:it about llie
I
sanie as it did Saturday. ay the Kl E
o o O o fK ax eo mo
c oo
fullowing
Paso News. However, the
D
telegram was received by Th'is. B
of the local clerks from I.. I). U
Martin of the Houston grievance
committee:
"KWgle Puss out today, solid eleven

Frank P. Hawley, grand muster of
the Switchmen's union, has thrown a
wet clotk on the strike talk of the
Chicago members of the organization which he represents und who are
employed on the Wabash railroad.
Mr. Hawley takes the same view of
the situation as that of P. H. Morris-sey- .
grand master of the Railroad
union, who said that
Trainmen's
there would be no strike.
Grand Master Hawley says:
"Yon may say for the benefit of
shippers that there Is no cause for
apprehension whatever. The railroads
have uniformly treated the order with
courtesy and for economic reasons
the companies would not permit present negotiations to terminate in a
(trike. The policy of the switchmen
is to arrange such matters as are under consideration by conference with
the roads, and not by a strike. In
addition to this the preliminaries
have hardly been begun and for that
...... ..
'
o4i.11a
nuiuiuvui.
is nub Immtnont
irnouu A ouird
The talk of the grand master came

lim

PERFECTION

men. We are winning."
It was as a mining country that the
U was learned this niornins that
Galveston's complete force of South- state first achieved prominence, and
ern Pacific clerks went out on strike as such li is fast forging ahead to
he leading state in
at 6 p. ni. on the 1 tit h, statins that ward first plac e
they "were going home to stav until the production of gold and copper not
railed back to work by President to speak of silver, und a lung and
BragKins."
This sort of spirit bids varied list of other metals.
fair to win the strike.
position of the
From being In
Despite the f:ict that the railroad nmn who believes the
that "all things
people say the strike is not bothering come to those who wait, nnd
them in the least they still continue
his waiting by making constant
to put advertisements in the papers, efforts for his own development and
loml and throughout the state and in sucess, the mining Industry of Nevada
Louisiana, which shows that they are has now reached forth vigorously
"bothered" a great deal. In response through the mystery of tradition by
to a letter from a local railway offiwhich she has been surrounded in
cial two clerks in New Mexico en- some sections of the country and has
gaged to come to El Paso to work In become a sought-fo- r
country, rather
the local freight office, but when they than a land unknown to many eastthey
that
clerks
local
the
heard from
ern capitalists, who, going perhaps in
had g(,ne on strike these men wrote a exploring or curious mood, return
accept
not
would
they
and stated that
home enthttslastc and amazed at the

iimiHH rum

ll

there it a room without
proper heating facilities to say nothing
even though tne
cnuiy
hallways.
ri
hrat of your stoves or furnace shoui J be
inadequate to warm the whole house there
need not be one cold spot if you have

Nevada litis been clearly tmtked out
by nature to become the world's great- icst and most profitable milling section.

BOTH PHONES

.AND...

arness

Mineral Fields-Tonop- ah
and
Other Districts Producing
Gold and Silver.

D. EMMONS
J. The
Furniture Man
THERE WILLBE NO

Vehicle s
--

In mott houses

ON TIME

Cgrntr Coal and Second

3

THE

llnn.lM

WARMING CLOSET,
OVEN, TWO GRATES, WATER
BACK OR RESERVOIR.

$29.00
$26.00
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CITIZEN.

POSSIBILITIES

YOU NEVER HEARD
OF THE LIKE BEFORE
A
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CITIZEN.

whom he soldiered years ago, and one
of the two was Sergeant C. R. Burr.
The war down in Cuba was rehearsed,
nd the lieutenant, to the delight of
few of his local listeners, told in
graphic words how he would pick off
Spaniard here and there from the
tree tops as a sharpshooter under Col.
Roosevelt. The time spent with SerMrs.
W. Spragno of Silver City geant Burr was well spent, and Col.
Is here for a brief visit.
Cuneo had a hard time to prevent the
Albuquerque lieutenant from joining
A. O. Sprngue of Santa Fe Is a vis
me boys and continuing on io t on
itor in the Puke city today.
J. W. Per.nowell came In from Sil-Hon.
The New .Mixican nays:
City tlii mornint? on business.
Amado Chaves and family expect to
James J. McXary of I.as Vegas, ed- leave
Fe for Albuquerque about
itor of the Optlr.'lu 'la- - father of a the Santa November
with a view to
first of
daughter.
taking up their residence In the Duke
an,l
Mr.
Mis. I'ore.st Parker, from city, where Mr. Chaves will practice
Several dollars aro required to get a really good
Oanado, Ariz., arj In the city on a law and attend to the sett lenient of
visit
land titles for various clients who
pair (if shoes. If you pay too littlo you pot trash and if
The Woman's Relief Corps held Its have employed him.
you iay too nnieh you are paying for a name or a fad.
regular meeting this afternoon in Red
Men's hall.
At this store we nter a middle course. We do not sell
Si. John's Ouild will linl. I a meeting FORNOFF SECURES CON- in the Guild hall. Wednesday afterslio' S so cheap IhHt they can not wear, nor do we ask
noon at 3 o'clock.
fancy prices. This is a popular, reliable shoe store.
A regular meeting of the WoodFESSIONJOM VALLES
Come and see us.
men's Circle was held this afternoon
in Odd Fellows' hall.
The Elks will meet In regular meet- young mexican said sais shot
to
MEN'S DRESS SHOES
OO
$2 50 $4
ing tomorrow night at 8 o'clock.
Mclaughlin and billings-leMEN'S WORK SHOES
Lunch and Initiation.
IN MOUNTAINS.
1 75
3 OO
Miss Bunella Mandcll last night enWOMEN'S HIGH SHOES
1 50 to 5 OO
tertained a party of friends in celeCaptain Fred Fornoff of the mount
WOMEN'S LOW SHOES
bration of her birthday.
1 50 to 3 50
ed police, has secured a partial con
Francis 1. Lee. who sells Mexican fession from the young .Mexican,
CHILDREN'S SHOES
1 00 to 2 50
Amole soap in the southwest, is call- Valles. who with Alexandro Sals Is in
ing on local merchants.
Jail at Socorro and will bo tried at
term of the district
1
C. Becker, cashier of the First the December
National bank of Helen, was an Al- court for the murder of James Bil- ling8lea and William Mclaughlin, the
buquerque visitor over Sunday.
fit,T.enyf
who were shot in cold
SOEW"
Chas. V. Safford, the well known two prospectors
or Socorro
blood in the mountains
and efficient territorial traveling aud- county
on September 29 last. The
SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
itor, Is hero toduy from Santa Fe.
exclusive story of the murder has
Mr. and Mrs. Palmer Ketntr. wbo been given publicity in The Citizen.
have been visiting in Albuquerque,
Captain Fornoff arrived here from
When
purchased at F. F. Trotter's
to their home in Up Hun last oocorro last night. He was Interviewgrocery store, are sure to bring the night.
ed on the street this morning. ReThis afternoon the Catholic Ladies' garding the crime he stated:
right flavor to all dishes into which
society gave a tea at the homo of
"The confession of Valles was
th?y enter. This is because we A- Aid
Mrs. L. A. Tessler. 106 North Edith made to me through A B. Buca, counlways procure too best manufactured. street.
ty assessor of Socorro county, who
e find out first what brands are reThe announcement was made yes- acted as interpreter.
"From the statements of Valles the
liable and personally guarantee them. terday that Rev. O. B. Holliday would
be the new pastor at the Highland murder was one of the most unprovoked and premeditated crimes ever
Methodist church.
Triple Link Rebekah Lodge, No. 10 committed in the territory.
"I did not secure any statement
will meet at Odd Fellows' hall this
evening at 7:30 o'clock. All memlnrs Truiii Snis. Valles did all the talking
and iie confessed for the other felare requested to be present.
E.
Moon, the photographer, low." ami the captain smiled knowKarl
Cso. 118 and 120 South Second street.
left last night for Kansas City, where ingly.
"Valles blames it all on Sals. The
he will remain for a week. His trip
motive, as he confessed it, was an
is of a business character.
evil design the natives had upon Mrs.
T. Y. MAYNARD
GEO. W. HICKOX.
The South Second street show win- lllllingslea, who was alone In the
dows of the E. L. Washburn comcamp while her husband and William
pany clothing store are being made McLaughlin
The Greatest Fair Has Passed Into History
were prospect i.ig with
deeper by an addition of several feet. the natives.
Mrs. Frank Springer and daughter,
"he declared that Sals did the
We still exist at the ARCH FRONT, where can yet be found many
Miss Eva, of Las Vegas, were in the shooting. He killed McLaughlin first
choice bargains, which we wish to dispose of in order to make
city between trains Sunday while en and lllllingslea started to run when
room for the finest stock of JEWELRY,
WATCHES, 8TERLING
route home from a visit to the Grand ho caught him in the back with a
SILVER, CUT GLASS, CHINA, ETC ever offered to the good people
canyon.
rifle bullet which came out his mouth.
of Albuquerque.
Henry W. Lynch anu Jerome
J. It was a beautiful shot, Valles said.
Hickox-Maynar- d
"Valles said he had nothing to do
Crowley, who came here from Chicago
to attend the Knights of Columbus with tne shooting, that Sals had the
meeting Sunday, left for their homes rille and wanted to kill tne men,
New Mexico's Leading Jewelers
thinking that he could then entice or
last night.
A street car off the track at the force Mrs. Billingslea away with him.
Bond In Your Watehoe tor Ropalre
"Did the contest for possession of
corner of Second street and Coal av80UTH 8EC0ND STREET.
THE ARCH FRONT.
office have anything to do
enue today delayed traffic to Barelas the sheriff's
with your presence in Socorro yester- for several hours.
uay, was asked.
Daniel Macleagh, the well known
..o, that had nothing to do with it.
ZEES
e
artist from Eutancia, Is I went up solely to have a talk with
spending a few days In the city tran- the natives who killed those prossacting business and visiting his man' pectors, I was in town, of course,
GO,
Albuquerque Scotch Mends.
when the new incumbent took possesMr. and Mrs. J. W. Edwards of Nasion of the sheriff's office and the
Fourth and Railroad Avenue
jail
City,
tional
against the desires of Leandro
Calif., who were her the
past few days visiting friends, will Baca, wno has been removed by Govcontinue to their home In southern ernor Hagerman, but I took no part
In the affair whatever.
California tonight.
Sergeant Bob
An orchestra gallery has just been i.ewis was there for that purpose and
completed in the rear of Sturges' Eu- he handled bis duties in connection
ropean restaurant and it is the inten- with the affair in a commendable
The Wilson Hot Blast Heater is so constructtion of the management to furnish mu- manner.
sic during the dinner hours from 6
ed that it burns into actual heat every ounce of
Shoe polishes, the kind that not only
to 9 each evening.
Improve the Iooks of your shoes but
coal and every bit of gas. There 13 r.o waste.
B. C. Martin, brother of W. E. MarmakeB them wear longer. Laces for
Not only does it cut fuel bill.i hi half,
tin, is in the city from El Paso, where high or low shoes, shoe brushes
and
agent
he
Crayis
Chicago
the
for
the
daubers, cork, leather or electric inbut it gives greater heating power
on company. Last night at the local soles, Lamb Wool
slipper
for
than any other heater know . ..
depot some sneak thief stole an over- men, women and children at soles
C. May's
coat
belonging
Mr.
to
Martin.
shoe store, 314 West Railroad avenue.
Start a fire in a
Mr. and Mrs. R.S. Elwood spent
Saturday in the city visiting friends
HONEY
and looking after some property they
own on North Eleventh Btreet and
Ten pounds of the best extracted
left Saturday night for their home in honey,
can for $5.
Jl. Sixty-pounEl
They
Puso.
were
returning
home
HOT BLAST DOWN DRAFT
Order by postal. W. P. Allen, Box 202,
from a visit In the east.
City.
J. F. Luthy, one of Albuquerque's
most worthy citizens, who was at
DON'T MISS THE COUPLE SKATKingman, Arizona, on personal mat- ING CONTEST AT THE OPERA
ters, has returned to his home in this HOUSE RINK TONIGHT.
and it will be roaring in five minutes.
city. Mohave county, In the sister terBleechers have been provided for
ritory, has some of the best mines in
The perfect damper system enables
foot ball game at
the southwest and Mr. Luthy has valu- the Socorro-Varsitable mining interests in that county Traction park Saturday.
you to keep fire for 36 hours.
and they are showing up well.
Knee length, all wool Jersey LegThe tailoring establishment, of O. gings for children and women, 75, 83
Bambini, 209 West Railroad avenue, and $1. Lamb's wool slipper soles in
upstairs, was visited by a "petty lar- all sizes 20, 25 and 35 cents at C.
ceny thief" sometime last night, but May's shoe store, 314 West Railroad
he failed to secure an entrance into avenue.
the room. When Mr. Bambini got
There will be an important meeting
up this morning and went into his department he found that the lock of of the St. John's Guild on Wednesday,
the door had been tampered with, in October 24. at 3 p. m.
fact broken, but a bolt on the Inside
A big line of unredeemed overcoats
THE
prevented entrance.
It is presumed
sale cheap at Rosenfleld's,
11$
some one, getting a touch of the cold for
winds, destred a suit of clothes and West Railroad avenue.
thought It easy to get them at BamFOR
bini's but he found It not an easy job. Duck calls THE HUNTERS.
50c
RAILROAD AVE.
Loaded
shells
50c to (c
Ueut. H. e. Sherman, one of AlbuHunting
coats
querque's tall sycamore , was In his
Kc to $1.25
Dlaiiioaot. A'ltcua, Jewelry, Cut
Clocks, 8Uvrwar.;. We lurlte
glory for a few hours this morning. Leggings
45c
Cotton
gun
Among
liiud,
flannel
and
canvass
A
(fuaracie
SQUARE DEAL.
'nr 'rs.1t
Uncle Sam's soldiers here this
cases
50c
morning the lieutenant met two with
Target riflo cartridges
15c
Stevens .22 rittes
12.23
5 ir
fr fr ir fr 4 4 4 rfc 4 4 4 4 fr 4 4
fiun
per
oil
can
fr 4
25c
4 44
fr 4 4 4 4
4
Japanese grass hunting suits, a
perfect
blind for ducks ami
Beese
Jl.eo
Stevens single-barrshoipuns
,
5.50
Gordon double barrel 12 gauge shot
gun, genuine (wist barrel. Thif
gun will stand
the heaviest
charges of smokeless
powder,
and we offer It at a bargain. .$15.00
THE MAZE,
Wm. Kieke, Propr.
Atk for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
We have just received a complete line
BREAD and take no other.
of Sweaters for men and boys, including
APPLES WITH NO SEED! NO
CORE! TREES FOR SALE. N. W.
ALGER, 124 SOUTH WALTER ST.
white and fancy colore.

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL

Thoughts for Shoe Buyers
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The Swell Coat of the Season

If

you

a moment you will
realize that with a thoroughly good
piano In your home there la musical
enjoyment for you without end.
A good piano will make your home
twice as attruetive. provide unlimited
pleasure for you and your friends
furnishing a safe Investment
that has little depreciation because of
the high reputation each make we sell
enjoys.
Isn't it a mistake to put off owning a piano any longer, especially
when there Is no reajpn under the
sun. for the delay?
Why should you delay?
Not because of terms, because we
have told you again and again ihat
payments may be arranged to meet
your 'wishes.
Not because of any
doubt about the quality of the piano
you may select, for that Is guaranteed

A swagger Style that it
enjoying a great meed of

he-sid- es

popularity.

GREAT
VARIETY
OF
SPLENDID COATS, RANGING

A

FROM
BRICS

(0i pi
.

by us.
If there Is any other reason we
don't know of it, and If you will come
In and tell us what it is we believe
we will be able to clear the difficulty

awav.
When you next go shopping why
not call here and select the piano that
suits you?
Awaiting your call we are
Very respectfully,
LKARXARI) ft LIN DEM ANN,
200 West Gold Avenue.
New Mexico's Largest Piano Buyers.

.

FA-

COL-ORE-

This overcoat, known as The
Cavalier, is more snappy in
style than any presented
In
many years. It is the decided
favorite of the season. It Is
thoroughly genteel; yet very
distinctive in its lines.
The back is a plain box effect,
sharply cut in at the waist, with
the skirts flared. In a II. S. &
m. overcoat, tne styie is mere
to stay, by reason or tne ract
that all the fine points of tailoring are brought out by careful
"working-inof seams
and
edges.
We have a hundred other styles,
some higher; some lower. Don't
buy your overcoat without first
looking at ours.

Whol0lm mnd Rut all

Coal and Coke

Best American Block
$6.50
Hard Nut Coal
8.50
Larger Size
9.50
Domestic Gas Coke
6.00
Green Mill Wood, per load
$2.25
Dry Mill Wood, per load
2.75
Factory Blocks, per load
3.00
Also Native Stove Wood and Kindling
In All Sizes.
Phones Black, 280
Auto. 418

BLACK OR GREY
TO THE LIGHT
FANCY PATTERNS

$12 to $30

3.1

mm

W. H. HAHN & CO.

SBRflOM STURM,
The Railroad Avenue Clothier

It Will Pay You to Trade With

ALBUOUERQUE

No

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

Between Railroad and Copper Ave.
HEATING

STEEL RANGES
With Reservoir
Warming Oven

ant).

1

A

LARGE

I0c&

15c

ARTICLES
IN

ASSORTMENT

ABUNDANCE

HARDWARE

WILSON

d

HEATER

HARDWARE

GO.

SOLE AGENTS

EVERTT

5c,

Hardware, Crockery, Harness, Saddles
Agents for Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery
;

TWL

Waste Fuel

ALBUOUERQUE

COOKING

AND

STOVES

S 8.00 and up

Co.

bag-pip-

it

thlnk Jou can get
VAT
along very well
I UM
v out a piano, but
consider

190.

23,

F. F. TROTTER

The

r

TUESDAY, OCTOBER

Diamond

Palace

0!,

--
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THE BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES

0

0

Miller and National Ranges,

Home Comfort.

(()
Round

National

Oak,

and

Heating Stoves.

COAL

Peninsular
oe

HODS, STOVE BOARDS, FIRE SETS, ETC.
GET OUR PRICES BEFORE BUYING

WHITNEY COMPANY,

9

The Largest Hardware House in the Southwest

DOE

PLUMBERS AND

WAM - JACK

Agents:
Winchester Arms sad Ammunition,
Hercules Powder snd High Explosives.

TINNERS

mouth rirmt Btroot
lie,403,117.North
4oi,
rirtt mtroot

Albuquerque, New Mexico

113.

THE HIGHLAND UVERt
BAM BROOK BROB.. Prop:

TICKETS

LIVERY AND BOARDING STABLE
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.

Tho "Sadie" for mountain parties and
til snoflsl rates on week davs.
Auto Phon- - 604.
No. 112 John St.
FEE'S PEERLESS
CANDIES, AT WALTON'S
STORE,

HOME-MAD-

E

R.R.

R G SENFI El

AND

BOUGHT, SOLO

Association Offlco
Transactions
Guaranteed

D'S,

I I

Highland Rooming House

EXCHANGED

8 W. R. R, AVtf.

MRS. M. E. HEINDL,

Prop.

ACROSS
JUST
THE RAILROAD
TRACKS ON EAST R. R. AVE.
New Building, New Furniture,

Steam
Heat and Everything Connected
With the Place Brand New.
DRUG
FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER
AT WALTON'8 DRUG STORE.
ROQMS BY DAY, WEEK OR MONTH

WILLIAM MclNTOSH, President

SOLOMON

LUNA,

T. C. NEAD, Treasurer and Manager
i

For the
Best Line of

ALBUQUERQUE.

All prices from $1.00 up.
E. L. WASHBURN CO.

Ask for JAFFaS KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

KREA

YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD WITH F
516 WEST RAILROAD
CLOTHE
YOUR FAMILY
FOR $1
PER WEEK.
MAH ARAN,

The Woman's Exchange u the only
I'laee In thft.clty, where you can
d
buy
goods. Try our
pies Lalved on paprus pie plates. Wo-

in Albuquerque
See Ours
.

....

--

r

a

home-cooke-

man's Kxchange,

avenue.

401

West Railroad

FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER
WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
- o
Try a Citizen want advertisement.

AT
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